
THE INVERSION OF A GENERAL CLASS
OF CONVOLUTION TRANSFORMS«

BY

I. I. HIRSCHMAN, JR., AND D. V. WIDDER

In 1947, D. V. Widder(2) [18] showed that for a certain class of kernels

the convolution transform

(i) fix) = r g(x - t)(Pit)dt
«^  —00

can be inverted by a linear differential operator of infinite order. The class of

kernels was, for convenience, somewhat restricted, and although the Stieltjes

transform was included as a special case, the Laplace transform, for example,

was not. It is one of the purposes of the present paper to extend the general

theory so as to remedy this deficiency. A more significant improvement is

that while it was formerly necessary to suppose 0(0 bounded or absolutely

integrable for (—<»</< cc), there are now no restrictions on 0(0 except

those implicitly imposed by the convergence of the integral (1).

By way of motivating the following theory, let us begin with a formal

operational solution of equation (1) in the special case when it reduced to the

Laplace transform

(2) Fix) =  f   e~xi^it)dt.
J o

Make an exponential change of variable to obtain

Fiex)e* =  |     e-<*-'ex-,4'(<r')_¿.
J —00

This has the same form as equation (1) with

fix) = Fiex)ex,       Gix) = e-**ex,       0(0 = H<rl).

To solve it let us apply the bilateral Laplace transform and set

f*is) = f   e-"fit)dt,       0*(s) =  f   e-»4>it)dt.
J  _00 •/   —00

Since the integral (1) is a bilateral convolution and since the transform of

Git) is T(l — s), the familiar product theorem for the bilateral Laplace trans-
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form gives us

(3) /*(5) = r(i - s)0*(s).

Now applying the classical complex inversion formula for the bilateral La-

place transform we obtain the solution

1    c'°°
(4) 0(0 = — e"f*is) ----

2m J _100

1

T-.
The same formula also gives

11     cl

fit) = — _"/*(»__.
27TÍ J _,«,

Observe that

i   rix

(5) Dfit) = fit) = — I      s'sf*is)ds,
¿in J -ix

(6)

Hence if we set

i   rix

ofil) = f(t + a) =-: j      e"eu°f*is)ds.
2iriJ _,_

«-(«-7)?(-.)(**7y
successive applications of the operations (5) and (6) give

1    /•*"
PniD)fit) = — e"Pnis)f*is)ds.

¿ICI J _¿_

But Pnis) tends to [r(l —ä)]-1 as «—»». Hence we have formally, by equa-

tion (4), that

(7) lim PniD)fit) = 0(0-
71—» —

Let us now compute the operator P„iD) when the transform is again re-

duced to its original form (2). The following calculations are immediate.

(l-\e*Fie*) = - e2*F'ie*),

(l-Vl-\e*Fie*) = -\-e3xF"iex),

I               (-1)"
PniD)e*Fiex) =-— e<»+i>*/y<»>(_*)

__=-._  fi__    ]OE     n
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Thus equation (7) becomes

(-1)V»\"+1       I'»\
lim-1 — )     F<"> ( — ) = *(«).
H-.»     »!     \u ) \u I

But this is precisely the Post-Widder inversion formula, see [14]. The suc-

cess of the above solution in this special case suggests procedure for the

general case. We replace 1/T(1— s) by a general entire function Eis) with

real zeros ak subject to the unique restriction that J_" ak2< =o,

Eis) = eb'fl(l - —Je''"*.
i   \ aj

We show directly that l/£(s) is a bilateral Laplace transform. The same re-

sult could be obtained by use of the totally positive functions of Schoenberg

[13]. As a consequence we may define the kernel G(0 of equation (1) as

e

Ëis)
We set

i   r,x

Git) = --.\    — *.

">«n(i--V
¡t-i \        ak/

P„(_) = «(»-»»>• IXÍ 1-)e'lah

where bn tends to zero with 1/w. We are then able to show that

£(_>)/(*) = lim PniD)fix) = 0(„),
71—*»

at least at points of continuity of 0(x). In order to be assured that the result

holds almost everywhere we need to impose further restrictions on the con-

stants ak and b„ (see §25). However, these conditions are satisfied in the cases

of the Laplace transform and its iterates. We also treat the more general

convolution transform obtained by replacing the integral (1) by a Stieltjes

integral. Here again further mild restrictions are needed to obtain our in-

version at points of discontinuity of the integrator function. An example is

given to show that our results in this direction are, in a certain sense, best

possible.

We say that G(0 belongs to class I if there are both positive and negative

ak. The Stieltjes kernel with _*= + (& — 1/2), k — 1, 2, • • • , is the prototype of

this class. Next G(0 belongs to class II if the ak are all positive (or all negative)

and '%2l°akl= «. Here the Laplace kernel with ak—+k, k = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , is

typical. Finally Git) belongs to class III if in the previous class the divergent

series is replaced by a convergent one. For kernels of class I the region of con-

vergence of the integral (1) is the whole real axis, as is the case for the

Stieltjes kernel. For class II the region of convergence is in general a half line,

as for the Laplace transform. Kernels of class III may be considered to be
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degenerate. These fundamental differences in behavior make the proofs very

different in the three cases, but the final inversion (7) is the same in all cases.

We conclude this introduction by tabulating the form taken by Eis) and

Git) for some of the special cases of our theory. The four most important are

(A) Laplace

(B) Stieltjes

/e~xt<S>it)dt,
o

/•°°    <_(/)
o x + t

log x/t/' °° log x/t
-$it)dt,

o      x — t

/ 2 V'2 c"
(D) Meijer (—j      I     ixtyi2K,ixt)<í>i¿)dt.

Here -1/2^v= 1/2 and

7T     /_„(„)   —  /„(„)

K,ix)   =
Sin 7TC

T.ix) =   Z
ix/2) 2lc+v

Zi  klTik + v + 1)

For references to these transforms see [14], [15], [5], and [4], respectively.

They are subsumed under our theory if for G(0 and Eis) we have

Git)

(A)
e+l„+te-""e

Eis)

1

r(i - s)

(B)
1 /

— sech —
2tt 2

COS ITS

(C)
1 t

-/ csch —
2tt2 2

COS" ITS

(D)
2 VT

— cos — e'KJe')
x 2 r(±____W_ + _-_)

\2        2        2/     \2        2        2/
cos-
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1. The reciprocal of a finite product as a bilateral Laplace transform.

Let us make certain definitions, which we shall require here and later. We

shall assume throughout that the numbers ibm)Z-o and (è-,„)^n_0 are real,

and that

iim bm,n = bm,

lim b„ 0.

We shall further suppose that the numbers (a*)".! are real, different from zero,

and such that the series,

(1) ¿7
a_.i ak

s/ak

converges. We now define the entire functions

Em.nis)   =   e*»-n     (l   -— )
ifc-m+i \        akf

Emis) = e6»« n  ( 1 - — ) e5'"*.
t_»7>+i V        ak/

The convergence of the series (1) insures that the definition of £-(s) has mean-

ing. We shall frequently write Eis) for Eois) and b for bo-

We shall show here that the reciprocal of j_-,„(í) is the generating func-

tion of a bilateral Laplace transform,

1 t"°
- =   I     e-a

,„($) J  -oo

Gm,nit)dt,

the integral converging in the largest vertical strip („i<<r<a!2), where

s = <t+ít, containing the origin and free of zeros of £m,„(s). The determining

function Gm,„(0 will be obtained as the convolution of certain elementary

functions which we now define.

I*(0

(2)

0,

■akea

1
oo   < I <

_»(0 =

ake"

0,

ak

1
— =  t  <   00

ak

1
-    00    <   /   <  —

ak

1
— ^ t <   oo

ak

if ak < 0,

if ak > 0.
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Theorem la. If gkit) is defined by equations (2) then

f   r«í,(í)„=[l--J   e
J -oo \        ak/

s I ah

the integral converging absolutely for — oo <a<ak when ak>0 and for ak<cr < oo

when ak<0.

By direct computation, ak>0, we have

I/o*
/oo n ¡iak

e~"gkit)dt = am I e-steakt-ldt
-00 •'   —_

\        aj

-»¡ah oo  < a < a*.

We may similarly dispose of the case ak<0.

Let us adopt the usual notation

/OO

/i0 - u)fiiu)du

for the bilateral convolution of two functions. We shall require the classical

"product theorem" for the product of bilateral transforms Fi(s) and /_(-) of

/i(0 and/2(0- It asserts that if the transforms converge absolutely in a com-

mon region then Pi(s) • F2OO is the transform of the function (3), see [17; pp.

248-259]. Using this result we prove the following theorem.

Theorem lb. //

1. Em,nis) = e"^'   fl   ( 1 - — )e"ak.
fc-Tn+i \ ak/

2. ai =   max [ak, — 00 ],    _2 = min  [ak, + 00 ],
a*<0 aj>0

3. Gm,nit)   =  gm+l*gm+2*    '  '   '   * gnO "~  ^7»,n),

then

/°° 1
e~stGm,nit)dt = ——-

-00 ■C'77»(n\

tóe integral converging absolutely for ai<a <a2.

By  successive  applications  of  the   product   theorem   to   the  result  of

Theorem la we obtain

Í    e-stgm+i*gm+2* ■ ■ • *gnit)dt = II   (l-)
J -oo A--771+1 \ akr

a—slah
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the integral converging absolutely for or <<x <„2. On noting that

/OO t*  00e~s'fil - c)dt = e~c* I     e-"fif)dt
-00 J  —00

our result follows.

Corollary lc. If n — m~=2, then

1    r ix      est

Gm,n(0   =   T—:   I —-—T dS, —    00    <   /   <    00 ,
2xi J _,„ Em,nis)

the integral converging absolutely.

This is a consequence of a classical inversion formula, see [17; pp. 63-80].

The absolute convergence results from the assumption that «-m^2.

Corollary Id. If n — m = 2 then G-,„(0GCn-,n-2/or — oo <t< oo.

This result will be established if we can show that the integrals

e,lsk

2iriJ_i_ Em,nis)

1    rix

(4) —-: I      ——— ds,   k = 0, 1, • • • , n - m - 2,
2m J _,■„

converge uniformly in — oo <¿< oo. For, then the value of the continuous

function (4) will be the „th derivative Gm,„(0. The uniform convergence fol-

lows from the elementary estimate

j  —   n— Tri

(5) | Em,niir) | ^ ——-

II   I ak
A—m+l

Corollary le. G-,„(0 _;0 (— oo <t< oo).

This is an immediate consequence of the easily established fact that the

convolution of any finite number of non-negative functions is again non-

negative.

2. Inequalities. We wish now to investigate the behavior of the function

Em,nis) and related infinite products as 5 becomes infinite along vertical lines.

Preliminary to this we establish

Lemma 2a. If

1. Em.nis) = e^'  II   ( 1 - —V'«,
k=m+i \        ak/

2. Emis) = e6»"   f[   (l-L\e,i°ki
k=m+l \ akf
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00 1

3. _:-<»,
k-i ak

then | Em,ni<f+ÍT) \ and | 7_~(o-+ît) | are nondecreasing functions of \r\

For, if \t\ _; |to| , then

.2        / _ \   2-1 1/2

Em,nio- + ir)   = e^^'

(1)
]>   fibm.nO

n[(' --)+(-)!
b-7»+ll_\ «¡fc/ \ßfc/      J

fc=m+i LA        ak/      \ akf J

But the right-hand side of this inequality is | Em,ni<J+iro) |, so that our first

conclusion is established. If we allow n to become infinite in (1), we obtain

the second conclusion. The resulting infinite products converge by virtue of

hypothesis 3.

Theorem 2 b. If

1.   .E-,„(s) = ebm.n»

=7n+l  \ ak/

•slah

2. Emis) =e>"      ft   (l-—Y
i-m+i \        ak/

3. lim bm,n = bm,

■»/at

4- E^< »,
k-i ak

then for any positive integer p

A.
1

= 0(|  r|i,
Em.nis)

uniformly for n^p + m and a in any finite interval,

1
B.

Emis)

uniformly for a in any finite interval.

As in §1 we see that for [<r| =R< °°

= 0( | r -*)

k=m+i \ ak    /

(o-+>T)/ot _; A

where
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A = e-™ II 1/ I a* I,
A — 771+1

Now choose any to^O and set

^7n,n(c)   —
gÍ77n,n(o*-t-¿TQ)

77l-fp

c = __: i/1 ak I
fc-7n+l

o" + *Vo\
1-1 g(.«+ir<¡) I ah

ñ (i--±ü).
-TTi+p+i \ ak     /A--771+J7+1   \ ß*

<r + iVo
<r/akBmid) = «»-' n  i -

Bm,n —   min Bm,nia),     Bm = lira, inf 5-,„.
U|__ n-700

Then Bm^0. For, .-¡-(o^^O in |<r| iSP and has a positive minimum 5 there.

Moreover, Pm,n(<r) tends uniformly to Bmi<r) in that interval as n—>oc.

Hence there exists n0 such that for «>w0

(2) | Bmi<r) - Bm,nic) | < 5/2, | «r | _= R-

If POT were zero there would exist Wi>«0 and o-0, | <r0| áP, such that

Bm,ni = Bm¡niio-0) < 5/2-

But this inequality with (2) would imply that -»„((To) <5, a contradiction.

It is now evident that there exists a positive constant B such that

£».«(«•) _= 5, M ̂  w + p,  \a\ _[ P.

Then combining this inequality with (1) and making use of Lemma 2a we

obtain |Em,„(s)| ___4i31 -rj ï*, \<r\ ^R, \r\ _=|t0|. Since AB is independent of

n and <r and is different from zero conclusion A is established. Conclusion B

follows by letting n—> oo .

3. The reciprocal of an infinite product as a bilateral Laplace transform.

We next extend the result of Theorem lb to apply to the infinite product

which defines the entire function £m(î).

Theorem 3a. //

1.    £_(j) = «*»•_!  (l-— Y
*-7n+i \        ak/

.»/a*

2. ¿2-< »,
71-1 a*

3. ai =   max [a*, — oo j;     _2 = min  [a*, + oo ],
ojt<0 «t>o

4.    G„(0 _.?,
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then

/* °°
e-stGmit)dt =J_ Emis)

the integral converging absolutely for cti<a<ct2. iThe subscript m will by con-

vention be dropped when m = 0.)

For the proof we need the following result of H. Hamburger, see [17; pp.

265-267]: If

a. fis) is analytic for ai < a < a2,

b. lim fis) = 0 uniformly in every subinterval m < n _ f _ ff2 < «2,
|rt-xo

fia + ir) I dr <  oo     for    <_i < a < a2,

1 n c+ioo
-s:

1 n c-i-too

d. G(0 —-; I e"fis)ds    for some c, ai < c < a2,
2xîJc_,_

then

fis) = f   e-"Git)dt,
J  —00

the integral converging absolutely for a,<o-<a2.

If we set/(s) — 1/Emis), hypothesis a becomes evident from the definition

of Emis). Hypotheses b and c follow from Theorem 2b. Since «i<0<a2, we

may choose c = 0 in the integral d. It converges absolutely by Theorem 2b.

Theorem 3a is thus established.

Corollary 3b. // Gm(/) is defined as in Theorem 3a then Gm(OGC°°.

For, it is clear from Theorem 2b that for every positive integer r the

integral

liri J .

sre"'

ds
2iriJ-ix £-(s)

converges uniformly in every finite interval, —R^t^R, and consequently is

equal to G„?(0-
4. The infinite case as limit of the finite. We now prove that the deter-

mining function Gm(0 of the previous section is the limit of the determining

functions GOT,„(/) of §1. It is natural to expect this since the same relation

holds between the corresponding generating functions.

Theorem 4a. // G-,„(0 and Gm(0 are defined as in Theorem lb and 3a,

respectively, then for r = Q, 1, ■ ■ •
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lim Gro,„(0 = G„, (0,

uniformly for ( — oo </ < oo ).

With m and r fixed choose n = r+m + 2 so that the integral defining

Gmj„(0 W1U converge absolutely. Then

In = GÍ\t) - GÍUt) m-r-.\       "*   TTTT ~~ "_■—TV   ds'
2mJ-ix LPm(í) £»,,n(í)_

1 c,   ,      i 1     I
(1)        I /„ I _S — I      \y\r-\dy.

2xJ_00 Emiiy)      Em,niiy) I

Since the integral on the right-hand side of (1) depends in no way on /, the

uniformity conclusion of the theorem will follow automatically if we show

that this integral tends to zero with 1/n. Let us now apply Theorem 2b with

p = r + 2. There must exist constants M and y0, independent of n, such that

1

Emiiy)
^ M\ y\-p,

Em.niiy)
g M\ y\-T, y I > y<>-

If R is an arbitrary constant greater than y0, it is clear by combining integrals

over the ranges (— oo, — R) and (P,  oo) that

M c
in | _; —

x J u
y »dy + -—

1   rR

2irJ-R

1 1

Emiiy) Em.niiy)

dy.

But from the general theory of the expansions of entire functions into infinite

products the integrand of the second integral on the right tends to zero uni-

formly in -Ä_y__ as n—>oo. Hence

M r" dy
lim sup | /

M  r" dy

"l=- -2
x J r   y2

Since R can be chosen arbitrarily large, we see that lim In = 0, and the proof

is complete.

Corollary 4b. G,„(/)_:0 (— oo <¿< ce), m = 0,  1, 2, • • • . This follows

from Theorem 4a and Corollary le.

5. Evaluation of residues. In order to shift the path of integration in

the integrals

St

ds, |      -— dss:oo  J-'in,n\ f«/   — 70C„(S) J -i«, Emis)

it will be necessary for us to know the residues of the integrands at the poles.

If, by convention, we permit the value n= <x> and set bm<x = bm, we may

avoid repetition by treating both integrals at once.
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Theorem 5. If _„ is a zero of Pm,„(i) of multiplicity p + 1, then the residue

P„ of est/Em,nis) at the point s = ay is

R, = eSP.it),

where PM(0 is a real polynomial of degree p with coefficient of t" equal to

i — avy+l e-"»'

P

fi (i--Y
A—m-f-l.afc^a,, \ ak/

*av¡ah

where

P+1
C =  bm,n +

a.

Since Em,nis) has a root of order ju-flati = a,we have

Em.nis) = is- a.y+^'Üis),

where l/ß(s), being analytic at s=av, has a development of the form

1 2
—— = z2<*A* - a>)'-
Qis)       i_o

The explicit factorization of Em,nis) shows that

wo — pp'.ea"c.

Now

¿at g9(t~c) aavti—c) oc

-=-=-Y! r.-(î — a,)',
Em.nis)       is - a^Qis)       is - _0"+1  U

where T, is obtained by convolution of the sequences {«,•} Ô and {it — c) ''/j]} * :

.    it - cY
T„ = wo-h • • • + «M-

pi

This is a real polynomial of degree p with leading coefficient w0/pl. Since

p, = _veM<-«>,

our theorem is proved.

6. The changes of sign of the derivatives of G-,„(0. In this section and

the next we shall study the graphs of the functions G-,„(0 and Gm(/). We shall

show that they are "bell-shaped" (like e~x* for example). By an exponential

polynomial we shall mean a sum of the form
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(1) Qäit) = Z «'»«P.«,
k—1

where the ak are real and distinct and P*(0 is a polynomial of degree mk.

The degree of the exponential polynomial is defined to be

n

d= - 1 + J2imk+1).
A_l

Observe that d is a unit less than the maximum possible number of terms in

QdiO if each P*(0 is expanded in powers of t. If Q<¡(0 reduces to an ordinary

polynomial then d is its degree in the usual sense.

Theorem 6a. If G„iin(0 is defined as in Theorem lb with n — m = 2 and if

1

fc=.m+l   öfc

¿i = - 1 +      ¿       1,   -í = - 1 +      ¿       1,
/c_77i+l,ajfc>0 A——-t-l,a¡fc<0

then Gm,„(0 ¿s ß« exponential polynomial in each of the intervals (— oo, <r~,„),

iffm.n, o° ) of degrees _i <zw_ ¿2, respectively.

Let us choose X>m = max (|_m+i|, |am+2|, • • • , |_„| )■ Integrating around

the rectangular contour with vertices 5— ±iT, s=~K + iT in the positive sense

we obtain

-füxíJ D
ds = -(?_,(*),

2xiJ D   Em.nis)

where Q<¿,(0 is minus the sum of the residues of the integrand at its positive

poles. Reference to Theorem 5 shows that this sum is an exponential poly-

nomial whose degree <¿i is the sum of the orders of the positive poles less unity.

If we now allow T to become infinite we see by use of Corollary lc and

Theorem 2b that

Gm,„(0 = Qdlit) + I;

, \+iao gSÍ 1 e% X+l'oo ßS(t~ffmtn)

X—too       ■E'mtn\$)

1 p X+¿M g_{ 1 s* X+i

- | -_ d$ — —- J _ ¿Su
2wiJ \_ioo    Emin(s) 2iri J x__io(

Ù(i-f)-m+l \ ak/

We shall now show that 7 = 0 when t<am,n. Clearly / is independent of

X for \>p. If X_:1+m and n^m + 2, then

X+*t|      //,       X\2,   t2Y'2^   (1+r2)1'2
i-i->

// X\2 T2V2
= (l--) + ^) ^

-t \\        akf      akf I ak I
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n
A=7»+l

1-
ak

M   -\- -2](n-7»)/2             [1     I    T2](n-m)/2

>  —--_ >  -__J_

n \ak\
k—m+l

Hence

pn~m C dr
/       g   - eMl-<-m.n)    I _   .

2x J-M    [1   +   T^-m)li

Since X may be taken arbitrarily large we see that / must be zero when

t — am,n is negative. That is,

Gm,n(0 = Qdiit), —  oo   < f < o-m,„.

This equation holds for /=<rm,n by continuity.

In a similar way we may establish that, for <rm,„_;¿< oo, Gm,„(0 is an

exponential polynomial which is equal to the sum of the residues of esl/Em,nis)

at the negative poles and hence of degree d2 as stated in the theorem.

Corollary 6b. If no ak is positive (a2 = + °o), then G-,„(i) =0 for t = crm,n;

if no ak is negative («i= — °°), then Gm,„it)=0 for /_:<rro,„.

Corollary 6c. If ait as defined in Theorem lb, is a zero of order p¡+l of

Em,nis), then

Gm.„(0
lim- = Ai > 0;

if «2 is a zero of order Pi+1, then

Um   (_ 1)*-____£ ._lf>0.

By reference to Theorem 5 we can obtain Ai explicitly:

-"Ie       II      11-j   e-"i'ak,

k=m+l,ak^al   \ ak/

(-«i)"+1 A     /.     «A-1   .... mi +1

«i

Since „i is the largest of the negative ak and is itself negative it is evident by

inspection that A i>0. Ina similar way _l2 may be exhibited explicitly and may

be seen to be positive.

The following result is a familiar one, see [12, vol. 2, p. 48]. Its proof is

included here for completeness.

Lemma 6d. // Qdit) is an exponential polynomial of degree d, it can have at

most d real zeros.

It is to be understood, as is usual, that the number of zeros is the sum of
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the orders of the distinct zeros. We prove the result by induction. It is ob-

vious if _=0. Assume it true for degree d — 1. Now suppose that Qdit), as

defined in §6, had d + 1 zeros. The same would be true of e~aitQdit). By

Rolle's theorem the derivative of this product would have *at least d

zeros. But this derivative, being an exponential polynomial of degree d — 1,

cannot have _ zeros, by the assumption of the induction. The contradiction

proves the lemma.

Definition 6e. A function Fit) which is continuous for all / has r changes

of sign if and only if there is a subdivision of the interval ( — °° , oo ) into r +1

subintervals in each of which Fit) ¿¿0 and such that Fit) has opposite signs in

adjoining intervals.

Obvious modifications of the definition are needed if the interval in ques-

tion is finite or semi-finite.

Theorem 6f. //

1. Em,„is) = e*'»-s   II   ( 1-)e,/o*, » - m _ 2,
¡fc_m+i\        akJ

1    cï0C      est

2. Gm.„(0 = — I      ——r- ds,
2xíJ_ioo  Em,niS)

then for r = 0, 1, • • • , n — m — 2, G^Jjt) has exactly r changes of sign.

In Corollary Id we saw that Gm,„(0 EC"-"1-2. By Corollaries 6b and 6c it is

clear that G_,n(± qo)=0. By Rolle's theorem Gm¡nit) changes sign at least

once. Again by use of the same two corollaries we see that G4,„(± °°)=0.

The derivative can be computed explicitly from the known exponential poly-

nomial expansions of G-,„(/). This calculation is facilitated by the fact that

we are interested only in the leading term (dominant near + oo or — oo). By

Rolle's theorem G„7,„(0 changes sign at least twice. Proceeding in this way

we show that for r~0, 1, ■ ■ ■ , n—m — 2, G^B(i) has at least r changes of

sign; we must show that it does not have more. If for any such r it had more

than r changes of sign, then it would follow by Rolle's theorem that G^~m_2)(/)

would have more than n—m — 2 changes of sign. We shall show this im-

possible.

Case 1. There are zeros of Em,nis) on both sides of the origin (— <x <ttl

<„2< 0°). Then

In— 771—2) , . _.("— »—2) . , .

Gm.n if)   =  Qdl it) (-»<«_   Cm,n)
(n—m—2) . . . __ s

=  0„2 (0 io-m.n   ^t<   00),

where _i, „2, (T-.n were defined in Theorem 6a. Clearly ~i=_0, ¿2i_0. By

Lemma 6d, Qd""m~2)it) has at most dx zeros in — co <¿< co and a fortiori, at
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most di changes of sign in (—00, <7m,„). In a similar way Q<^~m~2) it) has

at most ¿2 changes of sign in (ff~,„, 00). That is, G^tñm~2\t) has at most

~i+-2 = m— m — 2 changes of sign in (— 00, 00). [Observe that the degree of

an exponential polynomial of the form (1), §6, with all ak^0 is unchanged by

differentiation. ]

Case 2. The zeros of £»,„(i) are all on one side of the origin (~i= — 00 or

«2= + 0°). Suppose that ai= — 00. The case «2= + °o is similar and may be

omitted. Then 0^(0=0 and di = n-m-l. That is, G£;ro-2)(0 will have at

most n — m — 1 zeros in — =0 </5¡crm,„. At least one of these zeros is at <rm,n by

continuity, but this one is not a change of sign. Hence G„£nm_2)(0 bas at most

n — m — 2 changes of sign. As in Case 1 the same result holds for the deriva-

tives of Gm.nit) of order ^n — m — 2. In both cases it is important for the suc-

cess of the argument that G~,n(0£Cn-m-2. The proof is now complete.

7. Intersection properties of the G-,„(0- If m the function G-,n(0 we fix

the subscript m and allow n to vary, keeping n—m + 2, we obtain a family

of functions with bell-shaped graphs which have, as we shall show, the property

that two distinct graphs cross each other at most twice. Since the constants

ak appearing in the definition of Gm,„(0 are not assumed to be arranged in

any special order it will be evident that when n is kept fixed and m allowed

to vary a new family of functions with the same intersection property is

obtained.

Theorem 7. If Gm,nit) is defined as in Theorem lb, if p—m — 2, q — m = 2,

and ifpy^q, then the function

0(0 = Gm.Pit) - Gm,qit)

has at most two changes of sign.

Assume for definiteness that p>q. By Corollary Id, 0(0 GG5-*"-2. Now

suppose that 0(0 had more than two changes of sign. Then by Rolle's

theorem the function

(1) (1 - D/a) 0(0 = - (l/_) e<"De-°'4>it)

would have at least three changes of sign. In making this calculation one

must take into account the fact that e-oi0(O vanishes either at + =° or at

— ». Proceeding step by step in this way we see that the continuous function

n (i--W)
ifc-m+i \        ak/

(2)

-f2iri J _

»00       g«t'—«-m, p)

n(i--)
0-1 \        ak/

ds

-T--Í
2iriJ-

o& (Í—Om.q)

\        aa_i / \        _„/

ds
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would have at least three changes of sign. We shall show this impossible.

Case 1. asa5_i>0. Suppose for definiteness that aq<0, „5_i<0. Then the

changes of sign in 0(0 must be in the interval icrm,q, °o). For, in this case the

second of the integrals (2) is identically zero in (— °°, <rm,8) by Corollary 6b,

and the first never changes sign there by Corollary 6f. But 0(OGCî>-m-2, at

least, in the interval iam.q, °°) (0(0(E.CK there if o-m,p<a-m,q). Hence we may

apply the above argument two steps further to conclude that the function

(3) n(l--W(0=—       -;--ds
k-m+i\ ak/ 2mJ-ix      A   /.        J\n(;-_)

k-q+i \        akf

must have at least one change of sign, contrary to Theorem 6f. Observe that

we have tacitly assumed here that £_;g+2. If p = q+l then we must appeal

to an extended form of Rolle's theorem which allows the derivative to be

only piecewise continuous providing that at a point of discontinuity the deriv-

ative is by convention declared to assume all values between the left and right

hand limits. If aq and _,_i were both positive the argument could be altered

in an obvious way.

Case 2. _4a3_i<0. First suppose aa>0, a,_i<0. In one of the intervals

( — 0°, (Tm,«), (<rOT.g, «> ), 0(0 must have at least two changes of sign. Suppose it

is in the latter. Then the function

(4)
9—1      / D    \ 1       C 'X g>(.'—"m,p)

n(i—)0(o=—   -¿s
A-ttH-A «9-1/ 2xîJ_,_     yr(. S\

jt-o \        ak)

must have at least one change of sign in icrmq, °°). This again contradicts

Theorem 6f. The other cases are handled in a similar way, so that the

theorem is established.

8. The Gm.nit) as frequency functions. A function /(/) defined for

— oo <¿< co is said to be a frequency function (see [6, pp. 166-178] for ex-

ample) if/(0_=0 and J1*,fit)dt = l. The mean value and variance are defined

to be, respectively,

/oo p OOtfit)dt,        v =  I     it- p)2fit)dt.
-00 J  —SO

It is well known (see [6; pp. 188-192]) that if/i(0 and/2(0 are frequency

functions with mean values pi, p2 and variances í_, Vi, respectively, then the

convolution of/i(0 with/2(0,

/i*/2(0 =  I    fiit - u)fiiu)du,
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is a frequency function with mean value p^+pi and with variance Vi+v2. By

use of this result we can now prove the following theorem.

Theorem 8. //

e"'ds
G,

1    r

2xf J -
n (i--)«•'

;_m+l \ ak/

gbm.n»    TJ    | Je8'0*

A—771+1

then G,„,n(0 is a frequency function with mean value bm,n and with variance

Z" n~2
k-m + l  «A    •

Since, by Theorem lb, we have

Gm,„it)   =   gm+l* gm+2*    •  •  ■   * gnit —   bm,n),

it will, by virtue of the result quoted above, be sufficient to establish that

gA'(0_=0 and that

r gkit)dt = i,   f tgl.it)di = o,   r tgkit)dt = i/«».
J   —00 J  —CO *>   —00

For, after the convolutions are performed, the change of variable / — -„,„ = «

will give the desired result. But using the definition of £a(0 we have by

simple calculations, say for ak>0,

/ C a 1—1gk(t)di = ak I ek    dl = 1,

tgkii)dl = ak I te"    dt = 0,

/QO *% Hah
l2g,,it)di = ak i t~e"k'~ dt = 1/

-oo v   —00

Since changing ak to —ûa replaces gkit) by gA-( — 0, the theorem is seen to hold

in all cases.

9. Asymptotic estimates for Gm(0- In this section we shall employ Theo-

rem 5 to obtain the dominant term in asymptotic expansions for G-(0 as

t—*+ oo, and as /—>— oo. These results are fundamental in our theory and will

be used extensively. We need them here in order to extend the results of the

preceeding sections to GTO(0-

Definition 9a. Let £m(s) be defined as in Theorem 3a. We set

oi(«) =   max [ak, — oo ], k = m + 1, m + 2, • • ■ ;
<¡h<0

(1) . :
a2(»0 =   min lak, + =° J7 k = m + 1, m + 2, ■ • ■ ;

ak>0
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Piim) + 1 = multiplicity of aiim) as a zero of E„is);

(2)
Pîim) + 1 = multiplicity of a2(»0 as a zero of £m(s).

Note that «i(0) and a2(0) coincide with «i and a2 as previously defined.

Theorem 9b. Let Gm(0 be defined as in Theorem 3a, and aiim), aiim),

Piim), and piim) as in Definition 9a. Then

A. aiim) ?£ — x implies

(— jGmit)   =  (—)   [PmiQe"^']  +0 [«■>(""-«']

as i—* + oo, r = 0, 1, 2, • • • , where e is a positive constant and pmit) is a real

polynomial of degree piim) with the coefficient of fl(-m) positive;

B. aiim) = — oo implies

(£JGmit) = Oie-k<)

as /—»+ oo, r = 0, 1, 2, • • • , for every k;

C. a2(w) >= + oo implies

(-Aomit) = (~Y[í»(/)««»<»>«3 + 0[e«'<'»><+'iJ

_5 $—»— oo, r = 0, 1, 2, • • • , where e is a positive constant and gm(0 ¿s ö re°¿

polynomial of degree p2Ím) with the coefficient of i—t)"2im'> positive;

D. «2(7«) = + 00 implies

\dt)
Gn.it) = 0(e")

as t—*— 00 , r = 0, 1,2, • • • , for every k.

Let us demonstrate conclusion A. We choose any fixed X such that

aiim) > X >        max        [ak], k = m + 1, m + 2, • • • .
ah<0, ak^a\(m)

Integrating in the positive direction about the rectangular contour D with

vertices at ±iT, \±iT, we find using Theorem 5 (» = + 00) that

1    c      eat
"       —7T ds = Pmit)e°^',
ImJ D Emis2iriJ d Emis)

where pmit) is a real polynomial of degree j-i(m). The coefficient of t»lM in

pmit) is positive since p was positive in Theorem 5. Using Theorems 2b and 3a

and letting T increase without limit we obtain
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1 s% X+ioo        get

[July

Gm(0 = #„(/)«««->« + —; f
2iriJ x

Differentiating /• times, this becomes

Emis)
ds.

(0c-<') = (0[í-("«-"-"1 + ¿/,
By Theorem 2b there is a constant c such that

1

1    c x+io°   5'e

Emis)
ds.

EmiA  +   ÍT) 1+     T
(—   oo   < r <   oo).

Hence

1 *»  X-f-ioO Ç7-«SÎ1 /•"

2x¿./ x_<
¿5

£-(s)

c /• » [X2 + t2H2
= — e+X' T—i-— dr it > 0)

2x        L    rh+1

0[<ai (m)tp— «t as Í* —» +   OO ,

where +ai(w) — X = e. This proves conclusion A.

If aiim) = — oo, and if we put X= — &, we may by an identical procedure

demonstrate conclusion B. Here of course the residue is identically zero.

Similarly we may dispose of conclusions C and D.

Corollary 9c. //o¡i(w) = — »  and  2_"-i l/a*<». then Gm(0=0 for

í_=0"m,

00

Om   =   bm  +     ̂ 2    Va*.
A-771+1

if a2(«0 = + oo and ^_ *_ ,. l/ak> — oo , then Gm(0 = 0 for t ^o,„.

Suppose that Oi(iw) = — oo. Let Gm,„(0 be defined as in Theorem lb with

bm,n = bm. By Corollary 6b, Gm,„(i) =0, *_:&- + _^lx_m+l l/ak = am. By Theorem

4a

Um Gm.nit) = Gm(0, 00    <   /   <    00.

Hence G„,(0=0, t = am- The case a2Ím) = + go is entirely similar.

10. The changes of sign of the derivatives of Gm(0- Using the results

of §4 we may extend the properties obtained for GOT,n(0 in §6 to the limit

function Gm(0-

Theorem 10. If Gm(0 is defined as in Theorem 3a, then G„?(0 has precisely

r changes of sign ( — oo </ < oo ).

By Corollary 3b, Gmit)ÇzCx. Using the asymptotic estimates for G^(0 as
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t—*± oo,r = 0, 1, 2, • • • , derived in §9, and Rolle's theorem we see that

G nit) must have at least r changes of sign. On the other hand by §4

Glr>(0 = MmGm.nit) i-  OO   < t <  00),
n—»oo

if we suppose that lim»-.«, bm,n = bm. By Theorem 6f, G^it) has for n = m + r + 2

exactly r changes of sign. As the limit of functions, each with no more than r

changes of sign, G-(0 must have r or fewer changes of sign; hence it has

precisely r.

11. Intersection properties of G-(<). Theorem 7 may also be extended to

the infinite case.

Theorem 11. If Gm(0 is defined as in Theorem 3a then for p^q, GPit)

— Gqit) has at most two changes of sign (— oo <¿< oo).

This is proved exactly as Theorem 10 was proved. We have

GPit) - Gqit) = lim [G*,„(0 - G„n(0]
n—7 00

provided lim„__ bm,n — bm. By Theorem 7 the functions Gp,„(0 — G,,„(0 have

at most two changes of sign, which implies that Gp(0 — Ga(f) has at most two

changes of sign.

12. The G~(0 as frequency functions.

Theorem 12. If Gm(0 is defined as in Theorem 3a then GOT(0 is a frequency

function with mean value bm and variance Sm = __!™_m+i ak2.

By Corollary 4b, G-(0_;0 (— oo <t< oo). By Theorem 3a we have

1
(1) f   e-°«-^Gmit)dt =

:_77i+i \        ak/

f>*lak

A— 771+1

the   bilateral  Laplace  transform   (1)   converging absolutely  for a^m) <s

<a2Ím). Let us define

Rois) =  f   e-^-^Gmit)dt,
J — 00

Riis) =  f   e-^'-^[t-bm]Gmit)dt,

Riis)   =    f      e-°«-^[t -  bm\2Gn.it)dt.
J — 00

Using equation (1) we see that Po(0) = 1, so that Gm(0 is indeed a frequency
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function. Computing the logarithmic derivative of equation (1) we obtain

(2) Riis)/Rois) = - £ —-
m+l _a(_a — s)

If we set 5 = 0 in equation (2) we find Pi(0)=0, or G-(0 has mean t = b„

Differentiating equation (2) we obtain

(3) [Rois)Riis) - Riis)2]/Rois)2 =   ¿
1

A_-+i (aa — s)2

Putting s = 0 we see that P2(0) = J2m+i ak2 or Gm(0 has variance J2m+iat2-

13. Some further properties of G~(i).

Theorem 13a. // G~(/) is defined as in Theorem 3a, if f~ is a point asso-

ciated, in the sense of Definition 6e, with the one change of sign of Gmit), and if

Îtt! and f,|, Çm' <C¿\ are two points associated respectively with the two changes

of sign of Gm\t), then

A. Gmit) is not identically zero in any closed interval interval containing fm ;

B. G„it) is not identically zero in any closed interval containing either £$

or f,(2)

Our theorem is equivalent to the statement that the points fm, f™ and

fm are uniquely determined. A consideration of the graphs of Gmit), G,„'(/),

and G4"(0 will show that should Gmit) he identically zero in a closed interval

containing fm, then G4"(0 would have five changes of sign, whereas we know

that it has only three. This establishes conclusion A.

G'U)

C"(<)

G'"(t)

______

Conclusion B follows from a similar argument, which we leave to the

reader.
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Theorem 13b. If Gm(0 is defined as in Theorem 3a, and if f_, ^ and ffi
are defined as in Theorem 13a, then

A.       limG-(0 =0 (0 < | t\ < oo);
m—*»

1  "I  1/2

[ t i] .
L A-771+1  ak J

c. i--tí-ui_í»r __. ai
L A-7»+l    ÖA J

B.   I f » - i» I _:
L A= m+1

1 "I 1/2

i  =   1,  2.
+i  akJ

Note that in the presence of our assumptions conclusions B and C imply

that fm, f£} and f® tend to zero with 1/m. SetSm = _^"-~+i 1/a*. «"'25^.

Then by Theorem 12

GJit + bm)dt =1-1    Gm(/ + bm)dt -  I     G„(/ + bn)dt,
-t •/ e J —oo

^1-f     t2Gmit  +   bm)dt-f       «?„(/ +  &»)<«
Í2J{ í2J_0O

1        /*  °° .S
_i — I   «;„.(< + -„)_< = i -

e2J_w t2

From this it follows that

3
(1) max GJit + bm)^—-

|*l_« 8e

We wish to prove that |f- — &».| _=4e. Suppose the contrary. Then, since

Gn.it) has a unique maximum at f-, it is monotonie in the interval from bm

to f-, and hence bigger near fm than in the interval | _»_» —1\ =e. That is,

Gm(0=3/8e throughout an interval of length 3e with f_ as one end point.

Hence

1 =  f   Gmit)dt = f   Gn.it + bm)dt ^ (3e) f — J =

This is a contradiction. Hence conclusion B is established.

Let to be an arbitrary number different from zero and choose m so large

that \bm\ <|/o|/2. Then

/' !o'2 I /• / I /o I \-2    /* °°
G-(/)_< I ^ Gm(í)á* _= (i-1 - | bm | ) « - bmy-Gmit)dl

i„ I      J|(|_K.|/2 \   2 /     J_M

/ | ¿o |       ,       , \-2
_í I-|  bm |    1     -"777.
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Hence

(2)
/i «o/2Gmit)dt = 0.

h

But if m is so large that | f-| < 110\ /2, then Gm(0 is monotonie over the range

of this integral and takes its smallest value at to. That is,

/. 10/2 G
fo

,it)dt

From this inequality and equation (2) conclusion A is immediate.

By Rolle's theorem we must have C$ <fm<fi?. Further Gmit) is concave

downward between f£} and £%>. Consequently Gm(0 lies above the line seg-

ment connection i£m\ 0) and (£_, G(fm)) for f^aiSif-, and above the seg-

ment connecting (fw,G(f.)) and (f®, 0) for f. £«£{?.

It follows that

By equation (1)

so that

1 =   f   G»(í)¿í _:  &•? - fl1>]Gm(f_)/2.

Gm(f-) _: 165>/2

that is,

1 >
32S1'2

[r
(2)

Stti    J,

i>r - s-:15] =_ i_s?.

Using conclusion B and the fact that fOT lies between f^ and f¡¡?, we obtain

conclusion C.

14. Division into cases. For the remainder of this paper we shall con-

sider three classes of kernels G(0, for each of which separate treatment is re-

quired.
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Definition 14. Gil) is said to belong to class I if aif¿ — <x>, a25^ + 00.

G(0 is said to belong to class II if ai= — <*>, 2_" l/ak = + 00. G(0 M said to

belong to class III if „1 = — 00, ]>_" l/ak< 00.

It is evident that in every case either G(0 or G( — t) belongs to one of

these three classes. The convolution transforms,

fix) =  f   Gix- i)dait),
J _oo

constructed from class I kernels resemble the Stieltjes transform in their be-

havior. Those constructed from class II kernels resemble the Laplace trans-

form. Transforms constructed from class III kernels are in some respects de-

generate. There are no familiar examples for this class.

15. Convergence properties of class I kernels.

Lemma 15a. If GQ) is a class I kernel, then for any fixed Xo and any

x i — 00 <„ < 00 ) the integral

L
d Gix - 0

dt
\ dt Gixo - t)

converges, uniformly for x in any finite interval (xi^x_|x2).

From Theorem 9b it follows that Git)—*0 as t—*± 00, but that G(0 is not

identically zero in any neighborhood of +00 or — 00. Since G'(0 has only

one change of sign G(0 must never vanish. Thus if lit) is the integrand (1),

then

(2) lit) =
- Gixo - t)G'ix - t) + G'ixo - t)Gix - t)

G(„o - 02

and 1(0 is continuous (— 00 <¿< «>). By Theorem 9b

G(„o - 0 = _(*o - 0ea2(x0-í) + O [«<<•*+«> <*0-,>],

G'ixo - t) = [qixo - i)e**<*°-"]' + 0[e(a2+e)iM,-i»l,

Gix - t) = qix - /)e°"(x-o +1Ol«<"»+«><*-<>]I

G'ix - t) = [qix - «)««*<—»]' + O [«<"•+" <^'>],

as t—*+ », where qit) is a real polynomial of degree j_2. If equations (3) are

inserted in (2) we find that

7(0 = 0(1//2) (as t -» + 00, if M2 > 0),

= Oie'") (as t -»• + 00, €>0, if p2 = 0),

these estimates holding uniformly for x in any finite interval. Similarly we

may show that
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7(0 = Oil/t2) (as / -> - oo, if m > 0),

= Oie«) (as / -» - oo, e > 0, if ah = 0),

these estimates holding uniformly for * in any finite interval. Our lemma now

follows.

Theorem 15b. //

1. Git)£class I,

2. /__ G(x0 — t)dait) converges,

then

Ç   Gix - t)dait)

converges for all x (—oo <x< oo), and converges uniformly for x in any finite

interval (— oo <Xi_=x<X2< + °°).

Let us set

Lit) =  f   G(x0 - u)daiu).
J o

By assumption 2, Lit) is bounded andL(+ oo) and L(— °°) exist. Since G(0

never vanishes we have

rTt rn Gix -1)
Gix - i)dait) = ' dLit)

J r, J r,   G(x0 — t)

_ rGix - t)      y     rT* rGix - t)i'

= LGixo - 0 L{t)\ r,~ JTl   LGixo - OJ

Using Theorem 9b and the existence of i(+ °o) and L(— oo), it is easily seen

that

fGix -t)        1
lim —- Lit)

->-=o,r2—i-oo |_G(„o — 0        -J

exists uniformly for (xi _|x _j X2). From Lemma 15a and the boundedness of

Lit)

Ti—*— —, T^-*+

exists uniformly for (xi^x^x2). Thus

cT* rGix -1) y
lim j —-~   Lit)dt
• ,rj-'+» J r¡   LG(xo — 0-1

/< Ti

Gix - t)dait)
ri

exists uniformly for x in any finite interval, as desired
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Theorem 15c. If

1. Git)Çzdass I,
2. fr* Gixo~t)(j>it)dt converges,

then

/.
Gix - t)4>it)dt

converges for all x (— oo <x< oo), and converges uniformly for x in any finite

interval ( — oo <xi ^x ^X2< + °o).

=  J    0(w)_w,
J o

If we define

then

Gix - t)4>it)dt =  I    G(x - t)d<f>it),
-00 ^  —00

and the present theorem follows from Theorem 15b.

16. Order properties of Riemann-Stieltjes integrals. The following theo-

rem has been proved in many special cases, for example, Widder [17, pp. 38-

39 and 329-330], by exactly the method used here.

Theorem 16. If
1. 0(OGC'(O_i/<oo),

2. (p'it) is ultimately of constant sign as t—>+ oo,

3- fa <t>it)dait) converges,

then

A. if 0(0 approaches zero as t—* oo we have

ait) = o [1/0(0] as <-> oo ;

B. if (pit) does not approach zero as ¿—>-oo we have

[«(oo) - ait)] = o [1/0(0] ast^+co.

Let us first consider conclusion A. We set

i

Lit) =  Í    <t>iu)daiu).
J o

By assumption 3, Z,(oo) exists. If 0(0 is identically zero in any neighborhood

of + oo there is nothing to prove, so that we may suppose this is not the case.

Consequently given e>0 we may choose T so large that

0(0 * o (r_K«5;
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For i^Twe have

0'(O is of constant sign

| Lit) - Lit') | < e.

*it)-aiT)=   f   —-dLiu),
JT 0(«)

(r _; / < oo),

(r = t, t' < oo).

T   0(«)

which after integration by parts becomes

Lit) - LiT)       c ' *'(«)  r
ait) = aiT) + "     +        ^- [Liu) - Lit)]du.

0(L) JT   0(m)z

Now

/• ' 0'(«) r n i r ' I *'(«)-^ [£(«) - I(í)]_«    =_ max | It» - Lit) \        \^~
t 0(«) «,<_r Jr I 0(w)'i

_tt

< e
1        1

+
0(T)      0(0 !      10(0

In case A, 0(0—>0 as t—»oo ; hence for t=T

¡Lit) -lcd i . I r '*'(«)
KO I <

*(T)
/"  0W     r-^ [L(«) - L(/)]¿«

7-    0(«)2

<   «
1

0(0

r   0(«)

1

+ «(r)

+ \aiT)\+<
l0(r)i

lim sup | „(00(0 I _= «•

(i = T),

Since € is arbitrary our result follows.

We now turn to B. In this case 0(0 is bounded away from zero for t

sufficiently large, so that there exist constants Po and A, A >0, such that

|l/0(O_=vl| it=To).

Given e > 0, we choose T, T> To, so large that for it = T)

0'(O is of constant sign iT = t < oo),

Lit) - Lit')
3,4 + 2

(r_: t,f < oo).

When t and /' are greater than T, we have

Lit) - Lit')        r ' *'(«)
(1) ait) - ait') =

0(0

r '    0 («)    r
+        ^ [L(«) - L(/)]¿«.

J f    0(«)2
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From this we obtain, arguing as before,

(2) | «(/) - ait') | = 3(A/i3A + 2) < €.

Since € is arbitrary this implies that a(oo) exists. If, in equation (1), t is

allowed to increase without limit, we obtain

L(oo) -Lit)       c*0'(«)  ,
«(oo) - ait') = , „ + I     ±~ [Liu) - !(»)]_«.

0(0 J V     0(«)2

There are two possibilities: 1/|0(O|  either approaches a finite limit (not

greater than A) or 1/| 0(01 approaches zero as t—»+ oo.

In the first case we have from inequality (2)

| «(oo) - «f/)| g« (r _; t' < oo).

Since e is arbitrary and | l/0(oo)| exists and is not zero,

|«(oo)-«(0|  =o\ 1/0(01-

In the second case for iT = t'< oo)

«(oo) - ail') |  <
I(ac)  -1(0 | l"°\<P'ju)

0(0        I     J(-   \4>iu)2

2e      I    1    | 111

[Liu) - Li°°)¡du

3A + 2 I 0(0 I ~    I 0(0 I

Since e is arbitrary our result follows.

17. The behaviour at infinity of certain convolutions. The result which

follows is stated in what may seem a rather unnatural form, in order that it

may be more immediately applicable later.

Theorem 17. Let Git) and 0(0 be continuous and non-negative (— oo <t

<»).//

la. 0(0G | for \t\ ^T,for some T;
2a. 0(+oo)=O;

3a. G(/o —0 =G[0(O(í2+l)]-1 as t—*± °°,for some to, then

A.    lim    I    Gix - t)4>it)dt = 0.

If    lb.    0(0 G i (- oo < / < T), for some T;

2b.    0(+ oo) = 0;

3b.   Gih - t) = O[0(O(/2 + l)]-1    as   t -> - oo "(
for some to,

= 0[1 +/2]-1 as   t-++ oo}
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then

B.    limm    f    G(x
+ ">    J -00

00(0^ = o.

Conclusion B is easily seen to be included in conclusion A, so that we need

prove only A. We shall suppose that 0(— oo)= oo, and that 0(0 does not

vanish in any neighborhood of + oo. The slight modifications necessary in

the other cases are left to the reader. By increasing the values of 0(0 in

some finite interval and leaving 0(0 unchanged elsewhere we can con-

struct  a  new  function 0(0  continuous  for   (—oo<i<oo)   and  such  that

MO G I  (-oo<f<oo).

Ut)
<t>U)

Note that 0(0 must be modified not j ust in i — T^t^.T) but in a possibly

larger interval. We necessarily have

0(0 = Ht),
0(0 5¿ 0 (-   oo   < / <   oo),

and, since 0(0 has been modified only over a finite interval,

Gito -I) = O[0(+ 0(1 + t*)]-1 as/-»- ± oo.

Now

/oo p «JG(x - t)(¡>ii)dt _; I    G(x - t)4>it)dt
-OO J  —OO

SOU)/

1 0(0

/l "7X7
-«, v2 + l

it- X + to)2 +1   0(/ - X + to)

0(y + x — h)

0(y)

dt

dy.

For x^to we see that 0(y+x — /o)/0(y) _U since 0(0G j , and further

limx__ 0(y+x — ¿o)/0(y) =0, since 0(+ ») =0(+ oo) =0. By Lebesgue's gen-

eral convergence theorem

lim   f
X—700     »/   —,

1 0(y + x — to)

(y2 + i) *(y)

dy = 0,

and therefore
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lim   f   G(x - t)4>it)dt = 0,
ï-700    J __

as desired.

18. Application of differential operators for class I kernels.

Definition 18a. We set

Dfl(l-)eD'ak,
a=i \ ak/

PmiD) = e<-b-b«>)

where D represents the operation of differentiation and eD,a that of trans-

lation through the distance I/o. The variable with respect to which these

operations are to be performed will be clear from the context. Pm(Z))/(x)

is defined at x = x0 if /(x)GCn in some interval including in its interior

xo + b-bm+52?,! I/o».
As an example, if/(x)GC2 in an interval including x+b — ¿>2 + l/_i + l/ú-

then

P*iD)fix) =f(x + b-bi + — + ~)
\ Û1 «2/

-.(—+—V( *+b -h+—+—}
\-l «2/        \ «1 Oil

1 ( 1 1\
+-f"[x + b-bi + — + —).

_i_2      \ ai       a2/

Lemma 18b. If Git) and Gm(0 are defined as in Theorem 3a, and if PmiD)

is defined as in Definition 18a, then Pm(Z?)G(0 =Gm(/) (— oo </< oo).

Note that we have not assumed here that G(0 is of any class. Since

Git) EC" (- oo <t< =o), Pm(Z))G(0 is certainly defined. We must only verify

that it is equal to Gm(0- By Theorem 3a,

1    r t0°   ea* '

G(/)=7^l    777ds-
2m J _,_ Eis)

We wish to apply PmiD) under the integral sign. By a well known general

theorem any nonsingular linear differential operator may be applied under

an integral sign provided the resulting integral is uniformly convergent. By

an elementary computation P-ÍZOe*^ P.«^^'. Thus formally

1    /•*

2m J -i
PmiD)Git) = -—        -ds

n (--),
;-77i+l \ ak/

= Gn.it).

(1) ebmS 1

A-771+1
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By   Theorem   2b   the   integral    (1)    is   uniformly   convergent   for   all

t (— oo <f< oo), which validates our formal procedure.

Lemma 18c. If G(/)G class I and if

fix) -   f   G(x - t)dait)
J -oo

converges then for PmiD) defined as in Definition 18a

PmiD)fix)   =    f     Gmix  -   t)dait).
J —00

By virtue of Lemma 18b, and the general theorem quoted in the proof of

that lemma, it is enough to show that

f   G„(_ - t)dait)
J —oo

converges uniformly for x in any finite interval. Using the estimates of

Theorem 9b, and arguing exactly as in Lemma 15a we may show that

/•- \d_  GmjX-

«/__ \dt   Gix —

d     GmjX -  t)

Gix - t)
dt

converges uniformly for x in any finite interval. Using Theorem 9b we may

further show that

Gmix — 0 Gmix — t)
hm   -   and     hm

!-.+ «,   G(x — 0 /-.-_   G(x — 0

exist, uniformly for x in any finite interval. If we define

L(0 =   I    G(xo — u)daiu)
J o

for any x0 (— °o <x0< oo), then Lit) is bounded and L(— oo) and L(+ oo)

exist. For any Pi and P2

r n rT* Gmix -1)
j      Gmix - t)dait) = j      ——-— _L(0

J T. J Tí      Gix  —  t)

VGmix -  t) ~\Ti i" rT d      G^X  -   t)~]

' L G(x - 0        In ~ J Tl  [dt   Gix - 0 J L

Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 15b, we see that

f   Gmix - t)dait)
J   -00
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is indeed uniformly convergent for x in any finite interval. This proves our

lemma.

Lemma 18d. // Git)E.class I and if

fix) =|    Gix - t)4>it)dt
J —00

converges, then

PmiD)fix) = f   Gmix - t)4,it)dt.
J  —00

This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 18c.

Lemma 18e. If Git)£.class I and if

fix) =  C   Gix- t)e"dait)

converges, then:

A. ai < c < ai implies

ait) = o[e<a2-c>'r«J (as/—► + oo),

= o[eCai"c)lt~n] (as t —► — oo).

B. <~2_ic implies

«(oo) — ait) = o[e(a-~c)tt-"} (as/—> + oo),

«(0 = o[e^ttl-c)itr^] (as/—> - oo).

C. c — ai implies

ait) = o[e{a^c)ttr^] (as /—> + oo),

«(/) — «(-oo) = o[(al-c)'t~"i] (as/-»— oo).

This lemma is an immediate consequence of Theorem 16. Consider case

B, /—>+ oo, which is typical. By Theorem 9b

Gix - t) = qix - /)e«(x-o + 0[e<°3+.>(*-!)]_

d d    r ! r
— Gix - t) = — [qix - t)ea*<-x-')] + 0[e<-a'+'"x-'>],

dt dt

as /—■>+ oo, where g(/) is a real polynomial of degree p2 which is positive for /

near — oo. If c>«2 then these equations together with Leibniz's rule for the

differentiation of a product imply that

-k'G(x-/)]_:0
at
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for sufficiently large positive /. If c = a2, then

d 1    c io° «2(1 - s/a2)e3X-,t+ct1    Ci¡
[e+«Gix-t)} = —

LmJ -i,dt 2îrî«/_,M Eis)
ds.

Since (1—i/a2) is a factor of Eis), it may be divided out of numerator and

denominator. By Corollary 4b

d    r
— [eclGix - t)]=0 (- «  < / < oo).
dt

The other hypotheses of Theorem 16 are trivially satisfied so that we now

obtain the desired result.

Definition 18f. Let G(0, Gm(/), Eis), and Em(s) be defined as in Theorem

3a. NiG) is defined to be the smallest value of m, such that Emis) either does

not vanish at „i or has a zero there of multiplicity at least two less than that

of Eis) and either does not vanish at a2 or has a zero there of multiplicity at

least two less than that of Eis). If or (or a2) is infinite the requirement is

vacuously satisfied at ax (a2).

This definition applies to kernels of all three classes.

Theorem 18g. // Git)Gclass I, and if

/OO

C(x - t)e"dait)

converges, then for m'¿NiG), NiG) defined as in Definition 18f,

A. «i <c <a2 implies

e-"PmiD)fix)dx =  I    Gmixi - /^-'^"«(Orf/
II *'   —00

- f Gmixi - ty-^-^aiDdt.

B. ai — c implies

f    e-°xPmiD)fix)dx =   f   Gm(xi - /)«-«(«-«> [«(oo) -«(/)]_/.
•/   il •'  -00

C. c_=«i implies

f 2 e-'xPmiD)fix)dx = f   G-(x2 - 0ec('2-" [«(0 - «(-«o)]_/.
«/   —00 •/   — 00

WTe shall establish B. Conclusions A and C follow in similar fashion. By

Lemma 18c, we have for every m
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e~"PmiD)fix) = f   Gmix - t)e-^x-'Hait),

the integral converging uniformly for x in any finite interval. Integrating by

parts

e—xPmiD)fix) =  [Gmix - 0e-c(*-,)[«(0 - «(»)]£

-  f     — [Gmix - /)e-cl>-() ][«(/) - «(»)]_/.
J -_  dt

By Lemma 18e and Theorem 9b, the integrated term is zero, uniformly for

x in any finite interval. Hence

/*   d— [G„.ix - Oe-'^-o ][«(/) - a(oo)]„/
-oo  dt

= + Í     — [Gmix - t)e-^-')}[ait) - _(«)]_/,
J -K dx

this integral converging uniformly for x in any finite interval. We may there-

fore integrate between finite limits under the sign of integration to obtain

/n e~cxPmiD)fix)dx
ii

= f   [G„(x2 - O«-'''2"" - Gmixi - l)«r*<«~«>}{<*(•) - «(*)]#,
«/ _oo

which for m — NiG) we may write as

/I2 /» 00e-"PmiD)fix)dx =   j    Gmix2 - /)e-c(*1-<)[_(oo) - «(/)]_/

I!

/GO

Gmixi - Oe-c(li-"«(/)_/.
-00

We need only show that for m — NiG)

(2) lim     I    Gn.ixi - 0e-c(^-° [«(/) - «(«)]_/ = 0.

This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 18e and Theorem 17, together

with the definition of NiG). Hence, allowing x2 to increase without limit in

(1) and using (2)

f   e-"PmiD)fix) =  f   Gmixi - /)«r«<«-"[«(oo) - «(/)]./,
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as desired.

19. The inversion theorem for class I kernels.

Theorem 19a. If Git) (Eclass I, if the integral

fix) = f   G(x - ty-^dait)
J —00

converges, and if xi and x2 are points of continuity of ait) then:

A. ai<c<ai implies

/I2

e~cxPmiD)fix)dx = a(x2) — a(~i).

B. «2_=c implies

lim   I     e~cxPmiD)fix)dx = «(oo) - a(„i).
7»-*-   J   z\

C. c — ai implies

/I2

e~cxPmiD)fix)dx = «(x2) - «(-oo).
-00

We shall prove conclusion B. The proofs of A and C are similar. By

Theorem 18g if m = NiG)

(1) f   e~'xPmiD)fix)dx = f   Gmixi- t)e-°<xi~»[aioo) -«(/)]_/.
J  z, J —oo

Using Lemma 18e, Theorem 9b, and the definition of NiG), the integral on the

right of equation (1) is seen to be absolutely convergent. Let.

Im = f   Gmixi - 0e-c(ll-()[«(oo) - ail)]dt
J —00

=   f   G-(/)e-ei[«(oo) - aixi - t)]dt.
J  —00

Given « > 0 we choose 5 > 0 so small that

| e-ci[«(oo) - «(xi - /)] - a(°°) + <*(*i) | _= « for I t\ = 8.

We write Im as the sum of three integrals, Im, Im\, I'm", corresponding respec-

tively to the intervals of integration (— oo, — 5), ( — 5, h), (5, oo).

We first assert that

lim Im = lim Im   = 0.
m—*« m—*oa
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By Theorem 11 the function

(2) GW*) -Gm(/)

has at most 2 changes of sign. As m—»°o the variance of Gm(/) approaches

zero. Hence the maximum of Gm(/) is becoming larger and larger in the

vicinity of the mean of Gm(/), which is approaching the origin. This informa-

tion together with conclusion A of Theorem 13b shows that for m sufficiently

large, m — Ni, the two changes of sign of the function (2) occur within the

interval |/| _=5, and

0 = Gmit) _= Gjv(o)(0 for I /1 £ I, m = Ni.

Hence

f    Gmit)e-"[ai<x>) - «(xi - /)]_/
J  -00

« f     GNiG)it)e~ct | «(oo) - «(xi - 0 ¡ dt.
J —X

Using conclusion A of Theorem 13b and Lebesgue's general convergence

theorem, we see that

lim Im = 0,
77Í—»00

and similarly that

lim Im  = 0.
77Ï—7Û

On the other hand, since Gm(/) is non-negative,

j  G„(0[-(«>) - <*(*i) - t]dt Sim ¿if   G»(0 [«(<») - «(xi) + e]dt.

Recalling that lim -„_ fis G-(í)¿/= 1, we have

«(oo) — «(xi) — t ¿ lim inf Im  _= lim sup Im _[ a(=o) — «(xi) + e.
77Í—♦ oo 77Í—♦ oo

Since e is arbitrary our theorem follows.

Theorem 19b. If Gix)^class I, if

/w-£ G(x - /)0(/)_/

converges, and if x is a point of continuity of 0(/) then

lim PmiD)fix) = 0(x).
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By Theorem 18c, for any m,

PmiD)fix)   = J     Gmix  -   t)4>it)dt.

As before let

Im =  J    Gmix - t)(¡>it)dt
J  _oo

/OO

Gm(/)0(x - /)_/.

Given e > 0, we may choose 5 so small that

| 0(x - 0 - 0(*) Y _t « for | /1 ^ o.

We again express Im as the sum of three integrals Im, Im, Im', corresponding

to the same intervals of integration as before. We shall show that

lim Im  = lim Im   = 0.
77»—700 771—.00

Integrating by parts, we have

I'm  =    [<t>it)Gmit)Y_l   -    f        Ht)Gmif)dt,
°° «^ -00

where

$(/) =   I    0(x - u)du.
J _j

By Lemma 18e and Theorem 9b the integrated term vanishes. For m = NiG)

the integral so obtained is absolutely convergent, and (using Lemma 18e)

i-S

lL\ Î_0(1) f    e-«*H-™\G'mit)\dl.
•/   —00

By conclusion B of Theorem 13b, G4(0 is, for m sufficiently large, of constant

sign in (— oo <t= — 5), so that

e-«*<t->"G'mit)dt .
-00

Integrating by parts

/-s Gro(0 | [e-"-'t-^]' | dt.
-oo
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The integrated term approaches zero as m—» oo by conclusion A of Theorem

13b. The integral converges absolutely for m = NiG), so that by exactly the

same argument as was used in the proof of Theorem 19a, it too approaches

zero as m approaches infinity. Thus we obtain, as before,

0(x) — « = lim inf Im lim sup — 0(x) + €
m—»oo m—» —

and since e is arbitrary our theorem follows.

20. An approximate formula for class II kernels. For convolution trans-

forms with class II kernels, our previous methods fail to give a general in-

version theorem. The origin of this failure lies in the fact that Theorem 9b

does not, as it did for class I kernels, yield precise information as to the be-

haviour of Git) as /—»+00. It tells us only that G(0=O(e-ii) as /—»oo for

every k, which leaves open a wide range of possibilities as to the actual be-

haviour of Git). In this section we shall derive a formula which will, in our

arguments, take the place of Theorem 9b.

Lemma 20a. // Git)(E.class II, then the equation

°° L

i    akiak + L)

defines L=Lit) as a function of t for (0_|/<oo). L(0GC°°, LifyEÎ , and
Z,(+oo)=oo.

Since G(/)Gclass II, we have

ak > 0, k = 1, 2, • • • ,

00 1 CO 1

(2) __;-_<•.    £--«.
1       ~A 1      -A

Differentiating equation (1), a process easily justified by means of equations

(2), we obtain

dt " 1
(3) — = 22-

dL i    iak + L)2

which is positive for (0 = L < oo ). Further as L varies from 0 to oo, / varies

from 0 to oo. Thus by the implicit function theorem L is a function of / for

(0^/< oo), and evidently L(/)G Î , L(oo)= oo. We may obtain any deriva-

tive of L(0 by straightforward computation, using of course the fact that

dt
- > 0 (0 ^ / <  oo);
dL

hence Lit)EC".
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Lemma 20b. // Git)E.class II then Git) does not vanish for (— oo </< co).

Since G'(0 has only one change of sign, should G(/) vanish at to, one of the

equations G(/) =0 (- oo </^/0) or G(/) =0 (¿0_i/< oo) would hold. The first

of these is impossible by Theorem 9b since (-27^ + 0°). Thus if G(/o)=0,

Git) =0 for (/o</< 00). We would then have

r'o 1
I     Git)<r"dt =-,

J-» A /        s \
eb'll[l-) e,'ai

1  \        akf

which we may rewrite as

I    G(/o - t)e~Hdt =
J 0

e-si„

ñ(. + -)
1  \        aj

,—slak

As a Laplace transform the left-hand side of this last equation must ap-

proach zero as 5—»+ 00. It is easily seen that it does not. Indeed, choose m so

large that

m        1

b + 22 — > to + 1.
1    ak

If _a>0 then

It follows that

O.+i)
-»lo

-6,ñfi+— V"a*   nfi+— )
1  \        ak/ 1  \        ak/

e-*>ak g 1 (0 = s < 00).

(0 S s < 00)

which verifies our assertion.

Let G(/) be a class II kernel. We define, for r=_0, the auxiliary kernel

Hrit),

1 -■_   ¿OC gít

(4) Hrit) = — j      -■ ds.
2mJ-ix   " / i     \

T( 1-__U./(.t+r>
1   \        ak + r}

It is evident that Hrit) is again a class II kernel. We also set
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(5) X(0   =    -   logG(0, Xmit)   =    -   l0gGmit).

Using Lemma 20b, we see that x(0 and X7»(0GC°° for (— oo </< oo).

Lemma 20c. If Git)Eclass II, Eis) is defined as in Theorem 3a, _7r(/) is

defined by (4), x(0 by (5), then

ert-xi$> _,- rW/_e_¿ -1-) (Oír).
Ei— r)        \ A-i akiak + r)l

By Theorem 3a

1    ria

2viJ-ix     JL(
^TT(l--)1

i  \        aj

e-xw = - -ds.

P»lah

Multiplying both sides by ert,

1    r;'

liriJ -i

e{s+r)t

ert-x<t)   =  __   | - ds.

2iri.
c6*IÏ( 1-Je*''1*

i   \        aj

Making the change of variable s+r = u, and using the identities

r 1 1/        r\ /            u    \             u — r
(l + —)(l-) = 1-■
\        akf \       r + -a/ «a ak.iak + r)      ak      r + ak

this becomes

eíp("h-¿¡¿)])1    c
ert-XU1  _   _   I

2« J r-

ah{ak-\rr) _.
du.

exp (br) n (l + -) exp ( -I.) Ö [l - -£_"| exp (-£-)
i   \        a*/        \    a*/   i   L        r + ajj        \r + ak/

By Theorem 2b and Cauchy's theorem the line of integration may be de-

formed to the imaginary axis. Recalling the definitions of the various func-

tions under consideration we have

1
erl-x(D   = -nr\t-b-22      r     1,

r)        L i    _*(_* + r)JP(— r)       L i   »*(a* + r).

as desired.

Lemma 20d. If Hrit) is defined as in (4) and if ¿*r is the (ôy Theorem 13a)

unique point associated with the one change of sign of Hi it), then f r is a cow-

tinuous function of r.

It is evident from the definition of Hrit), that, for any fixed /, Hi it) is a
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continuous function of r. If our lemma is not true then there exists an r0 = 0, a

sequence {r,}/!, converging to r0, and a 5>0, such that

I  fr;  - U\   > A, i  =   1.   2,   •  •  •    .

In this sequence there will be either an infinite number of terms such that

(6) fr, < rro - Ô,

or an infinite number such that

(7) fr, > fr„ + 5,

or both. Suppose for definiteness that equation (6) holds for infinitely many i.

For notational simplicity we shall suppose it holds for all i. By Theorem 13a

if to is any point of the interval fr,. — ô <t <Çr„ we have

H'mito) > 0.

On the other hand, it follows from the definition of the r¿ that

Il'riito) < 0, i = 1, 2, • • • .

Since

lim <(/„) = H'r.ito),
i—7 0O

we have thus a contradiction. If we had assumed instead that equation (7)

held for an infinite number of i, we would have been led to a similar contra-

diction. Our lemma follows.

Theorem 20e. If G(/)Gc/ösä II, L(/) is defined as in Lemma 20a, and

x(0 is defined as in (5), then

x'it) = Lit- b + oil)) ast-++ oo,

where oil) here represents a function of t which approaches zero as t becomes

infinite.

By Lemma 20c,

1 r " r        ~\
erl-X(t)   _,   -  A-i—*—   _C-•

P(— r)        L A-i -a(oa + r)\

Differentiating with respect to / this becomes

(8) [r - x'it) k!-*(i> = --1— H'r\t-b-22     ,   \    ,1 •
jE(— r)        L a_i «a(öa + r)J

If fr is, as before, the point associated with the one change of sign of Hi it),

and if in equation (8) we set
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t = b + 22   .   _, , + r-
a=i akiak + r)

then we obtain

(9) x'U+t     .   r,    , + ̂ 1 =
L        a=i akiak + r) J

As r—> oo the variance of IIP(/),

Ä 1

T (-* + ry

approaches zero, and so by conclusion B of Theorem 13b, with bm = 0 and

_a replaced by ak+r, we see that fr—>0, as r—> oo. It approaches zero continu-

ously by virtue of Lemma 20d. Therefore as r varies from zero to infinity all

values of / from a certain point onward, say t—T, are expressible in the form

(io) t = b + 22    . \  , + r-
a_i akiak + r)

This may conceivably be possible in several ways. For each f— T let r(/) be

some one solution of (10). Conceivably ?•(/) is not a continuous function of /.

It is clear that as t—*+ oo, r(/)—»+ oo. Equation (9) may now be rewritten as

x'[t] = L[t- b - rr(i)J, for/ _: r.

Since >"(/)—> oo as /—» oo , fr(ij—»0 as /—» oo. If for {",<») we write o(l), we have our

theorem.

Theorem 20f. If Git) (Eclass II, L(/) is defined as in Lemma 20a, aw_ Xm(/)

M defined as in (5), /Äew

x',.(0 = L   / — bm + 22-r- ff(l) ai/—»oo,
L 1     ÖA J

where oil) here represents a function of t which approaches zero as t—»oo.

If as in Lemma 20a, we define a function LOT(/) by means of the equation

oo r

/

„+i  _„(_* + L-)

then by Theorem 20e

(11) • xUt) = Lm[t - bm + oil)] as/-^+oo.

Now
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Loo r
m •.—. -i-*?»t + Y,

i    akiak + Lm) i    akiak + Lm)

hence

[m L ~\
t + 22    .   " T , •

i    ga(«a + Lm)_

As /—»oo we also have !-(/)—» oo ; hence

m J m       1

(13) 22 " - ,  = 2 - + o(l) as/^oo.
1      ö*(-* + ¿m) 1      «A

Combining (11), (12) and (13)

xUt) =LÏt-bm+22 — + "(1)1,
L i    ak J

as desired.

Lemma 20g. If HTit) is defined as in (4), and if frx) is the (¿>y Theorem 13a)

unique point associated with the first change of sign iproceeding from left to

right) of Hr '(/), /Äew ^ is a continuous function of r.

The proof of this lemma, which resembles the demonstration of Lemma

20d, is left to the reader.

Theorem 20h. If x(0 is defined as in (5) then for t sufficiently large it S: T)
we have

x"0) _; o.

Differentiating twice the identity of Lemma 20c, we obtain

{ - x"(0 +[r- x'(0]2k<-*(1) = -r^—r E'r'(t - b - 22     .  \    \
P(— r) \ a=i _t(a* + r)/

If we now set

(14) t = tir)=b+22—^--T + fr1' (Oár<oo),
A-i akiak + r)

where ff is defined as in Lemma 20g, we obtain

X"[tir)]= [r-x[/W]]2_:0.

Now 22t=i l/akiak+r) approaches infinity continuously as r approaches in-

finity, and fr1} approaches zero continuously (by Theorem 13b and Lemma

20g) as r approaches infinity, so that every value of / from a certain point on

may be represented in this form
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a=i akiak + r)

This proves our theorem.

21. Convergence properties of class II kernels.

Lemma 21a. If Git) (E.class II, and ifxit) is defined as in [5, §20], then

Since by Theorem 20e

lim   x'it)/t = ».

X'(0 = L[t - b + oil)],

it is sufficient to show that

(1) limL(/)// - oo.
4-4«

From the definition of L(/)

— = r y    1   V
dt       l ¿i   iak + L)2\

As /—»oo, L—»oo and  [__l-_i (_a+L)-2]-i-h>+oo. Equation (1), and there-

fore our lemma, follows immediately.

Lemma 21b. If Git)£Lclass II, then

Gix - t)
A.      lim   —- = 0

i-»-» G(xo — /)

*■/_:
dt

uniformly for (xi _¡c < oo ) for any Xi >x0.

"   |G'(x- /)

|G(xo — 0

converges uniformly for (xi _i x < oo ) for any Xi > xo.

We have

Gix - I)

G(x0 — 0

Using the mean value theorem we obtain

xix - /) - xixo — t)\= (x — x0)x'[*o — t + eix — Xo)\,

where 0<Ö<1. Now

x'(f) è 0
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for /_:f where f is the one change of sign of G'(/). Also for / sufficiently large

(/_= To), we know by Theorem 20h that

x"(0 è o.

Thus if r = max (pj, f) —Xo, we have

x(x - 0 - x(»o -*)-=(*- x0)x'ixo — 0

_: (xi - x0)x'(*o - 0.

for all / such that t— —Tand all x such that Xi —x< oo. Hence

G(x - 0
0 =-= e-di-^)x'(io-i) it = — T; xi= x < oo).

G(xo — 0

Applying Lemma 21a we obtain conclusion A.

Consider next the integral

(2) f     x'ixo - t)e^x"-'^x'z-n¿t.
J   OO

By virtue of the estimates just made we have

0 _¡ x'ixo - /)ex(io-«-x(x-o -g x'(Xo _ ^g-di-ioîx'do-i),

from which, using the inequality

xe-x < e-x'2 (0 = x < oo),

we obtain

0 g x'(*o — t)ex(xi>-~n~x(x~() ^ e-Cii-io)x'(io-o/2i

Using Lemma 21a, the uniform convergence of the integral (2) follows.

Integrating the integral (2) by parts we obtain

r~T T     G(x-/)-l-r      r~TG'ix-t)
I      x'ixo - Oe^1»-"-^^0 =-•-       - --dt.

J-L L    G(x0-/)J_L    J_L   G(x0-0

Conclusion A and the uniform convergence of the integral (2) thus imply

the uniform convergence of the integral

/.

~T G'ix - /)
—--dt.

-oo   G(x0 — /)

Since   G'(x —0/G(x —/)   is   of   constant   (negative)   sign   for  t——T  and

(„i = x < oo ), the integral "

/.

-T |G'(x - /)
—- dt

„    |G(x0-/)
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and finally the integral

0  \G'ix- t)\L lG(xo-/)|
dt

are uniformly convergent.

Theorem 21c. If G(/)Gc^S5 II, and if the transform

(3) fix) =   f °°G(x - t)dait)

converges for x0 it converges for all x>x0, and if Xi>x0 it converges uniformly

for Xi=x = Xi.

Since the behaviour of G(x—/) as /—»+ °o is, by Theorem 9b, like that of

a class I kernel, the convergence of (3) for any x implies (as in the proof of

Theorem 15b) the convergence of

f   G(x - /)</«(/)
J o

for all x, uniformly for x in any finite interval.

Now

Gix - t)dait) = [Gix - t)ait)]_L+ I    «(/)G'(x - /)„/.

The convergence of (3) for x = x0 implies, by virtue of Theorem 16 (part A),

that

(5) «(/) = o[G(x0 - Oh1 as /-> - oo.

Hence

Gix - L)
Gix - L)aiL) | g O (1)

and

f    ¡ ait)G'ix - t) \ dt = 0 (1) r

G(x0 — L)

0  |G'(x- /)

_ |G(x0 — /)
(//.

The uniform convergence of  the integral   (3) for xt^x<oo   now follows

from Lemma 21b. Thus our theorem is proved.

Corollary 21d. // G(/)Gc/a^ II and if the transform

/oo
G(x - t)4>it)dt

-00
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converges for x0 it converges for all x>Xo and if Xi>xQ it converges uniformly for

Xi_íX_ÓX2.

As a consequence of these two theorems we see that if G(/)Gclass II there

exists a constant ye, which may be +00 or — 00, depending on «(/) or 0(0

such that the transform

/OO 71   CO

G(x - /)</«(/)    or G(x — t)d>it)dt
-00 J —00

converges for x>7c and diverges for x<yc. For x=yc it may converge or

diverge. This number yc is called the abscissa of convergence of the transform.

22. Application of the differential operator for class II kernels.

Lemma 22a. If G(/) (Eclass II andifxit) andxmit) are defined as in [5, §20]

then given any e>0, there are constants T and C such that

^x(t + b-bm + 22 — <)
\ 1    ak        /

Xmit)^x[t + b-bm + 22-«)+C       (T = t<*)-
\ 1    ak        /

By integrating the estimates of Theorems 20e and 20f and using the mono-

tonic character of L(/) one obtains this result.

Lemma 22b. // G(<) (Eclass II, then

Gmix  —  t)
A.      lim   —- = 0,

i-.-.«   G(xo — /)

uniformly for (~i_jx< °o) for any xi>xo+bm — b— 22™-1 l/ak;

° ig;(x-/)

»/_
dt

Goix - t)

converges uniformly for (xi^x< 00) for any Xi>x0+bm — b— 22™-i 1/öa-

Choose any positive e<xi— x0 — bm+b+ 22t"-i l/ak. Then by Lemma 22a

there will exist constants T and C such that

Gmix -t) <ecG[x-t + b-bm+22-*) il=T),
\ 1    ak        /

from which we obtain

Gmix  —  t)
- < eP

G[x-t + b-bm+22-0
\ 1    ak        /

Goix — t)  ' G(x0 — 0

Since x = Xi>Xo+bm — b— XXi l/ak
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m        1

x — t + b — bm +22-e > x0 — t + 8,
i    ak

where

777 1

5 = xi— Xo — bm + b +22 — — « > 0.
i    ak

Conclusion A now follows from conclusion A of Lemma 21a. This estimate

may be again applied to show, after the proof of Lemma 21a, that

j     x'ixo - /)ex<*o-o-x-(!-<)<#
J —00

is uniformly convergent for xi_=x<oo. Integrating this by parts and using

conclusion A we obtain conclusion B, on noting that G4(x —/)/G(xo —/) is of

constant sign for /_= — Pi and for all x=Xi, where Pi is an appropriate con-

stant.

Theorem 22c. // Git)(E.class II, and if the transform

(1) fix) = f   Gix - t)dait)

has abscissa of convergence yc then

(2) PmiD)fix)   =    f     Gmix  - t)dait),

the integral converging uniformly for (xiáxáx2) for any Xi and x2 such that

yc+bm-b-227 í/ak<xi.

It is clearly sufficient to prove that the integral (2) is uniformly con-

vergent for (xi_3C_%). Since,as/—»+ oo,G(x —/) behaves like a class I kernel,

the convergence of (1) for any value of x implies the uniform convergence of

/Gmix  —  t)dc
0

it)

for x in any finite interval.

By the definition of yc there must be a value x0

m       1

xo — yc < xi — yc — bm + b + 22 ~
i    ak

for which (1) converges. By Theorem 16 (part A)

(3) «(/) = o [G(x0 - /) ]-1 as / -» - oo.
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Integrating by parts, we have

/° oí'*0G-(x - /)_«(/) = [Gmix - /)«(/)]   + I    G'mix - t)ait)di.
-T 7        J -T

Using the estimate (3) and Lemma 22b we see that the integral

/Gmix  —   /)_«(/)
00

is uniformly convergent for (xi_jx< oo). Thus our lemma is proved.

Theorem 22d. // G(/) ^class II and if the transform

fix) = j    Gix - t)<pit)dt
J -oo

has abscissa of convergence yc, then

PmiD)fix)   m    f     Gmix  -   00(0*.
J  _oo

the integral converging uniformly for (xi =x^x2) for any Xi and x2 such that

m        1

7c + bm — b — 22 — < xi-
1       «A

This is a corollary of Theorem 22c.

Theorem 22e. // G(/) G class II, if the transform

fix) =   f   Gix - t)ec'dait)
J  —00

has abscissa of convergence yc, and if yc + bm — b— 22'î l/a*<Xi<.v_, then

A. c<a2 and ffl^^(G) isee Definition 18f) imply that

/I2 /• »e-"PmiD)fix)dx =  |    Gm(x2 - /)e-<^-<>«(/)_/

/oo
Gm(.T! - t)e-°^-Vait)dt;

-CO

B. a2_^c aw_ m^NiG) isee Definition 18f) imply that „(+ oo) exw/s aw_

/Ao/

/oo /.   t»

e-cxPmiD)fix)dx =  I    G„(*i - Or,(,n~,)[a(») - «(/)]-/.
Xl •-' —OC

Case A. By Theorem 22c, the integral
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(4) f   Gmix - ty-'^dait) = e-°xPmiD)fix)
J — oo

converges uniformly for (xi_=x_ix2). Further by Theorem 16, and so on,

lim  Gix - t)e-c<-x-^ait) = 0
/->± oo

uniformly for (xi^x_ix2). Hence we may integrate (4) by parts to obtain

- f    — £-<* - t)e-°^]ait)dt = e~"PmiD)fix),
J -_  dt

which is uniformly convergent for (xi^x^x2). This may be rewritten as

f    — [Gmix - /)<,-«*-<>]«(/)_/ = e~«PmiD)fix).
J __ dx

If we integrate under the integral sign between the limits Xi and X2, which is

permissible because of the uniform convergence, we obtain

f    e'cxPmiD)fix)dx =  f    [Gmix2 - &-«+*> - Gmixi - t)e-°^-»]ait)dt.
J x% J —00

If m _; A(G) this may be written as

/I2 /» oo

e-*xPmiD)fix)dx =  J    G-(x2 - O^1"-0«^)*
il J -a

-  f   Gmixi - t)e-^-»ait)dt,
J -00

since for m — NiG) each of these integrals is (absolutely) convergent.

Case B. By Theorem 22c, the integral

e-"PmiD)fix)dx = f   Gmix - t)e-°(x-»dait)
J —00

converges uniformly for (x! á* _¡ x2) for every x2 _; xi. By Theorem 16 (part B)

lim   Gix - /)e-e<*-'>[a(oo) - _(/)] = 0,
(_± «

uniformly for (xi^x^x»). Arguing just as in case A we obtain

/I2 /• °0e-cxPmiD)fix)dx = I    Gmixi - t)e-°<-**-» [«(/) - _(«)]_/
IJ ■'   —00

+  f   Gm(x! - 0e-e(xi-í)[«(o°) - «(O]«1/.
•/   —oo
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We must show that

lim    f   Gmixi - /)e-c(l2-i) [«(/) - «(oo)]_/ = 0.
11—700       J _—

Consider the case where a2<c. Using the estimates of Theorem 16 we see

that

f   Gmixi - 0r-*fr»-*>[a(j) - «(«)]_* «0(1) f   Gm(x2 - t)e-^xo-'\4.it)dt,
J  —00 J  —00

where

Ait) = [G(xo - f)e-«x*-»]-\

Xo being any number greater than yc.

We first assert that

(5) A{t) _: 0 (-oo < * < oo),

(6) Ait)ei (Mi- 20,
(7) Ai+ oo) = 0,

where T is some suitable constant. Inequality (5) follows immediately from

the fact that G(/) >0. When / is large and positive the asymptotic estimate of

Theorem 9b may be employed to show that Ait)G I, and also that -4(+ oo)

= 0. When / is large and negative the equation

__ [G'(xq-Q -cG(xo-/)]<r°<*°-'>

[G(xo-0e-c<x»-°]2

shows that A'it) gO, that is, „(/)G|.

Finally we assert that if

m        I

to  >   X0 + b  —   bm  —   22   -'
i    ak

then

(8) Gm(/o - 0e-c(,»-,) = 0\-G(xo - Oe-^-'H ,       /-» + =o .
L 1 + /2 J

When / is large and positive this follows from the asymptotic estimate of

Theorem 9b, and the fact that m — NiG). When / is large and negative equa-

tion (8) may be shown to be true by using Lemma 22a, and so on.

The assumptions of Theorem 17 (A) are thus satisfied. It follows that

lim    j    Gm(x2 - /)e-c(I!-<M(/)_/ = 0,
Xt—»»
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and hence that

lim    I    G-(x2 - 0e-c<*í-í)[«(/) - «(oo)] = 0,
It-»0O     J —_

that is,

f   e~°xPmiD)fix)dx= f   G-(*x-0«-e(ll_,)[«(*) -ait)]dt.
J    II •/   —OO

Thus we have proved conclusion B, under the assumption that «2 <c. The case

where «2 = c may be disposed of with only slight variations.

23. The inversion theorem for class II kernels.

Theorem 23a. If Git)Ç£class II, if

fix) =  f   Gix- t)e"dait)
J —00

has abscissa of convergence yc, and if xi and x2 are points of continuity of ait)

then

A. £<a2 implies

/I2

e~cxPmiD)fix)dx = a(x2) - a(xi).
ii

B. ai — c implies

lim     I      e-CIP_(P)/(x)i/x = a(oo) — a(xi).
771—♦ «     J   x.

For all m sufficiently large, m S; M, we have

m       I

Xi > Xi > yc + bm — b — 22 — "
i    ak

Thus, by Theorem 22e, we must show that

(1) lim   j    Gm(xi - t)e-c<-x'-^ait)dt = «(xi) for c < «2,
771—700     J _M

and

lim    I    G,„(xi - /)e-e(ll-,)[«(oo) - ait)]dt = «(oo) - «(xi),
(2) m-»«»     J _„

for «2 < c.

For m = max [M, Ar(G) ], the integrals (1) and (2) are, by familiar arguments,

absolutely convergent. The proof is now a verbatim repetition of the proof
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of Theorem 19a. Theorems 11 and 13b are used to show that for any 5>0

lim    f Gm(xi - 0e-c(xi_í) [«( * )-«(/)]„/ = 0,
771-700      J   I !,_/|gJ

and Theorem 12 is then employed in a Fejer type argument to complete the

proof.

Theorem 23b. If G(/)Gc/ass II, if

fix) = f   Gix- t)4>if)dt
J —00

has abscissa of convergence yc and if Xi is a point of continuity of (pit) then

lim Pro(P)/(xi) = 0(xi).

For all m sufficiently large we have

m       1

xi > yc + bm — b— 22 ~~ >
i    ak

hence by Theorem 22d it is enough to prove that

lim    |    Gm(xi - /)0(/)_/ = 0(xi).

The difficult point is to show that, given 5>0,

(3) lim    f      Gm(xi - t)(j>it)dt = 0,
771-7»     J   I1+j

/II—5

GM(xi - t)4>it)dt = 0.
-oo

In order to apply Theorem 11 these integrals must be transformed so that

they become absolutely convergent. As /—»+ oo, G(x —/) behaves like a class

I kernel, and the demonstration of (3) may be taken bodily from the proof of

Theorem 19b. To establish (4) we integrate by parts obtaining

(5) f   Gm(/)0(x, -/)./= [Gm(/)0(/)]J- f   Gmitmt)dt,

where

0(0 = f   0(xi - t)dt.
J b

If Xo is any number, x0>7c, then by Theorem 16
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For m so large that

0(0 = o[Gixo- xi + /)]-1

-    i

xi> xo + bm — 22 —
i    ak

(/-» + oo).

the integrated term in equation (5) will vanish and the integral on the right

will be absolutely convergent, by Lemma 22b. This justifies equation (5). We

now have

! f   G-(O0(xi - t)dt   = Oil) f    | e*<*-*»+,)G„(0 | dt.
Us J ¡

For all m sufficiently large G,',(/) is, by Theorem 13b, of constant sign in the

interval (5^/< oc), so that

if   Gm(/)0(x! - t)dt   g 0(1)   f   e^-x^G'mit)dt
Us \J s

Integrating by parts

j    G-(/)0(xi - t)dt
\J s

= 0(l)e*<*«-*i+s>Gm(5) + 0(1) I f   Gm(/)x'(xo - xi + /)exC^-n+o^
\J s

By Theorem 13b the integrated term will approach zero as m—»oo. By

Lemma 22b the integral on the right is absolutely convergent. Theorem 11,

and so on, may now be employed to show that it approaches zero as m—» oo.

Having established (1) and (2) the proof may easily be completed.

24. The inversion formula for class III kernels. The kernels of this class

are like the kernels of class II except that instead of approaching zero very

rapidly as /—»+oo, they simply vanish from a certain point on. This "de-

generacy" makes them very easy to discuss, and indeed the methods de-

veloped for kernels of class I suffice here.

We previously supposed that 0(Z) (or «(/)) was defined for (— oo </< oo)

and was integrable (of bounded variation) in every finite subinterval. Here

we need merely specify that 0(0 (or «(/)) is defined for (/o</< oo), and is

integrable (of bounded variation) in every closed finite subinterval. The num-

ber to is a constant, possibly — oo, associated with 0(/) (or <-(/))•

Lemma 24a. // Git)(£class III, then Git) does not vanish for (— oo <t<b

+ 22n/aky

If our lemma is not true, then there is a number £,
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co      !

i    ak

such that G(£)=0. From Theorem 10, G(/)=0 for (£_;/< «). Now

« 1
f   Git)e->tdt =

J _oo ■n(.--)
1    \ (lA/

After a change of variables this becomes

f   e-^GÎô + 22 \h. - y)dy =

ys/ak

n(>+-)
1    \ ÖA/

where e = 6 — ̂+ _>^r  1/«*. This implies by the elementary theory of the

Laplace transform that

1

= o(e-") as 5 —» + oo.

n(1 + -)
i  \        aj

Since  JJr (1+ [Vfl*]) is at most of order 1 minimal type, see [2; vol. II, p.

249], this is impossible, and our lemma follows.

Theorem 24b. If Git) Gclass III, if ait) is defined for (/0</<oo), and if

the transform,

f   G(xo - 0¿«(/),
J —oo

converges for some Xo>/o+¿>+__,*  1/«*, then it converges for  all x>to + b

+ H2î l/ak, and uniformly for ixi—x=X2), where ta+b + 22î 1/«a<xi<x2< oo.

The proof is similar to that of Theorem 15b and is omitted.

Theorem 24c. If Git)^class III, if ait) is defined for (/0</< oo), if

fix) = f   G(x - t)e+"dait)

converges for some x>/o+¿>+ 22*  l/ak, and if xi and x2 are points of con-

tinuity of ait), Xi, X2>to, then

A. c <«i implies

lim    j     e-cxPmiD)fix)dx = «(x2) - «(xi) ;
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B. «i_óc implies

lim    |     e~"PmiD)fix)dx = «(°o) - „(xi).

Theorem 24d. // Git)Ç.class III, if (pit) is defined for (Z0</< °o), if

fix) =  f   G(x - /)0(/)_/
«/ -oo

converges for some x>to+b + 22i l/a* aw^ */*i W a pointof continuity of(pit),

Xi>h, then

lim PmiD)fixi) = 0(xx).
m—»oo

The proofs of these theorems are essentially contained in the proofs given

in Sections 18 and 19.
25. Relaxation of continuity conditions. We now return to the general

kernel Git). It is natural to suppose from the known examples of our theory,

for example, the Laplace and Stieltjes transforms, that if

fix) = J    G(x - /)0(/)_/
J -oo

converges, then

lim PmiD)fix) = 0(x)
»71—»OO

almost everywhere. If the constants bm in the operator P(P) which de-

termine the magnitude of the arbitrary translations approach zero not too

slowly, this may be shown to be true. For the Post-Widder operator bm

= 0(w-1), w—» oo, whereas the present theory would even permit bm = 0(w-1/2).

Theorem 25a. If G-(/) is defined as in Theorem 3a, and if

CO J

»Jm =    /  .   '   2 y

»71+1 ak

then

Gmit) = 21,2Sm/t i- OO <i< «,).

There are two cases which we must consider.

A. Sm = 2 max (|_m + l|-2, |am + 2|-2, • ■ • ).

B. Sm<2 max (|am+l|-2, |am + 2|-2, • • • ).

Case A. We have
1    (* *°° e9t

Gmit) =- I      -ds,
2mJ-i„   .^(t       s\

m+i \        ak)
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dyi r.it) = -
¿K J - 2\ -11/2

L 771+1V        ak/J

Now

00 /        y2\ 1 °°      1 / 1 \
(1) n(l  + -2)=   l   +  y*Sm + -y*      22 2[Sm--i)+--    ,

771+1 \ ak/ I      A-771+1  ak \ ah/

the higher terms having positive coefficients. Since we are dealing with case A,

we have

1        1
Sm-2= — •£•»»        k = m + 1, m + 2, ■ ■ ■ ,

ah       2

and

Hence

flU + K)= i + ySm + -ysl
„+i \ -a/ 4771+1

1       /»"

C-WS„/..(I

áy

<

[1 + y25m + y*5:/4]»J

1    -1/2 r*        dy

2-K J _oo 1 + y2/2

<— Si"2
-   21/2

due B. In this case there exists an integer r greater than or equal to

m + 1, such that

1        1
— >— S-.
a        2

If we set

*«(0 - T-: I    — - -ds'
2m J _,„ n (.--).

A-m+l.Aiir \ «A/

then we know from Theorem 12 that P-(/) is a frequency function. By the

convolution theorem for the bilateral Laplace transform

Gmit) =  f   griu)Rmit - u)du,
J  —00
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where gr(«) is defined as in §1. Now

Gmit) —     max    griu) I     /?-(/ — u)du g | _r |.

-»<«<» J — oo

Since |_r| <21/25~1/2 we obtain

g-(o _= 21/2_-;1/2 (- oo </< oo).

Combining the results for cases A and B, we obtain our theorem. It is inter-

esting to note that 5^1/2 is the true order of magnitude of max.„<i<, G-(/),

since by (1), §13

3       —1/2
max    Gmit) è — Sm    .

-_<!<_ 16

Theorem 25b. // in Theorems 19b, 23b, and 24d the assumption that 0(/)

is continuous at Xi is replaced by the weaker hypothesis

/ll+A [0(0 -0(xi)]_/= oik) (*-*0)
II

and if it is assumed that bm = 0iSm2), where Sm is defined as in (1), then the

conclusion of these theorems, that

(2) lim PmiD)fixi) = 0(xi),
m—»oo

still holds. In particular, equation (2) holds at all points of the Lebesgue set of

0(0 and therefore almost everywhere.

We must show that, given e>0, there exists 5>0 such that if

Im=    \       Gmit) [0(Xl  -  /)   - 0(Xl)]_/,

then

lim sup \ Im\ _= e.
»71—»00

If §- is the point associated with the unique change of sign of G„(0, then by

Theorem 13b

| Im I _í I bm I + 85- ,

and hence

I- | = oisT).

Let
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M=     sup     [£dG({„)].
m-1,2,-"

This is finite by virtue of Theorem 25a. We now choose ô so small that

\tit)\ =—-—1/| (-»_<_«),'        '      2M+ V   '

where

iKO = f   [*(*i - u) - 0(xi) ]du.
J 0

Integrating by parts, and using Theorem 13b, we have

Im=    [G„(O0(O]',- f    G'mit)iit)dt,

I /-1 _: «(i) + —-— f   I Gl(/)/1 _/
' 2AÍ + lJ_0 ' '

-o(1) + _ifTl[/ ^^ ~ °d/ + / s ' *mG'mW I*]■

Now

f    Gmit)itm  -   t)dt  =    [Gmitytm  ~  t) f { +    f    Gro(/)_/

= 1 + o(l) (w —> oo),

f    I idG»(0 I dt _= | Î. | f "gÍ.(0¿* - Ut» t f   Gl(/)d/
•^ -» «^  -00 •/ {m

=   2 [   £m | Gmi^m)

_; 2AP

Thus finally

e

¿M + 1

lim sup Im _= «.
771—»»

Another result which was to be anticipated is that if «(/) is normalized,

«(0 =   [«(/ +) + «(/ -)]/2 (-   oo   < / <   oo),

and if the transform
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fix) =   C   G(x - t)dait)
J   -CO

converges, then

/I2

PmiD)fix)dx = a(x2) — «(xi)
X\

for all x\ and x2. This result is not unconditionally true, as we shall show by

an example. However, we can give a simple sufficient condition which in the

case of the Laplace transform at last yields as much information as the best

known result (see Pollard [8]). The present result is sufficiently general to

include all iterates of the Laplace transform.

Theorem 25c. Let Git) be defined as in Theorem 3a and let Sm be defined

as in Theorem 25a. If

CO 1

-3/2 /„I/2

then

Cm  =   22   1-~P   =   °(Sm   ), bm  =   o(~"m     ),
771+1 I ak \3

/° i r" iG„it)dt = —> lim    I    Gmit)di = —
-00 2 771—700      */   0 2

Since

lim    Í    G „it) dt = 1,
»71—»00     J _J

it will be enough to show that limm,M <5m = 0, where

Om =  f   G-(/)_/ -  f   G„it)dt.

A short computation yields

i   r °°  1 — cos y

ir J __   yPm(íy)

¿   /•" 1 - cos yr     1 1

ir Jo y       LPm(¿y)     Emi — iy)\
dy.

As OT—»oo the function £m(s) is approaching 1 uniformly for 5 in any bounded

set. Hence

i   cx 1 — cos v r     1                 1      "I
lim — I-   -;-—- \dy = 0.

irJo y        LEmiiy)     Emi — iy)J771—*oo
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Thus it will be enough to show that, under our assumptions,

1 1/.co   !
—

x      y Emiiy)      Emi—iy)
\dy = 0.

We split this integral into two parts Im and Jm corresponding respectively to

the ranges (1, NS^1'2) and iNS^1'2, °°) where N is an, as yet, unspecified

positive constant. Since Emiiy)~l and P-( — iy)~l are conjugate

1

Emiiy)      Emiiy)

< 2

< 2

1

Emiiy)

1

1
sin arg

Emiiy)

Emiiy)
arg

Emiiy)

Now |l/£m(fy)| — I. Furthermore

1
arg = I bmy\+ 22

A—771+1

y , y

-tan-1 —
ak akEmiiy)

By Taylor's theorem with remainder

tan-1 x = x - x30[l + (öx)2]-1 (o:< 6 < 1).

Hence

and

y , y
-tan-1 —
ak ak

H

ak\

NSmm     1

k = m + 1, m + 2,

[Cmy3 + \ bm\ y]dy

_; — NSSm'2Cn + 2NSmm  \bm\.
3

It follows that lim-._ 2~=0. On the other hand, using (1), we see that

r"    in   i i    n
Jm è  | —    -  H-dy

J Ns-112  y LI Emiiy) Emi - iy) U
m

/•"       2 1

- j.y«-!/*   7     fl+5^2!1'2      y-i« y   [1 + Smy2]1'2

2 1
-

n  .yy   [l + y2]1/2
dy.
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Thus

i C° 2        i
lim sup | 5m \ _= — dy.

m— J jy      y     [1 + y2]1'2

Since A7 is arbitrary, our theorem follows.

Theorem 25d. If in Theorems 19a, 23a, and 24c, we make the additional

assumptions that

3/2 1/2
Cm  =   oiSm   ), bm  =   oiSm   ) (>»—»  oo)

where C,„ and Sm are defined as in the present section, then the conclusions of these

theorems hold for all Xi and Xi.

We leave the proof of this result to the reader.

We now turn to the construction of the example mentioned in the re-

marks preliminary to Theorem 25c.

Theorem 25e. If Gm(/) is defined as in Theorem 3a, if bm = 0, and if

A   1 1
(3) £^~2— >

m+2   ak lU'Um+i

then

f   Gmit)dt = .48 Of am+1 > 0),
J -00

f   Gmit)dt _: .52 (*/ _~+i < 0).
J — 00

Since /__ Gm(/)_/= 1, it will be sufficient to consider the case _-+i<0. We

have from (2), §1, that

Gmit)   =    I        gm+liu)Rm+lit  ~  U)du,
J —oo

where

and

-i
>">+!(„) = - am+1e,^+lt-1 it > am+i),

gm+iiu)   =0 (/ < Om+l),

1    r

2mU -
Rm+iit) = —:      -■— ds.

J   1-)et'ak
m+2 \ akf

By Theorem 12, Rm+iit) is a frequency function with variance 22m+2 ak2 and
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mean 0. By the argument used in the proof of Theorem 13b,

/.
22»»+i(0* = 1 - — ¿ -, -. 1 - .04 - .96,

i 52 m+2 ak

if o = i~20am+i)~1 and inequality (3) is assumed. Now

1+5

/• .+o Rmit  —   U)du
1-5

^ - .96am+ie°™+i(i+s)-1 (/ _? a~m\i + b).

Hence if to=:am~+1 + 8 = .95am'+[1, then

/0 y. 0

Gmit)dt ^ - .96ara+1e-105 I    e«<»+i«_/
-oo J  ¡0

/, .95

e"dy _: .52,
o

which proves our theorem.

If we set

■»-"?(.-¿)

then it is easily verified that for every m

£-____^2 e10*      io^ioc»+d

Consequently wo condition of the form

bm = 0[w(m)] (w—»oo),

where w(w) is a function of m, can insure that

/0 «co 1
Gmit)dt =  lim    I    G-(/)_/ = — •

-m m-»—   J o 2

26. Generalization of the preceding theory. We wish now to generalize

our theory in two ways. We shall permit Eis) to have a zero of arbitrary order

at the origin and in the line integral defining Gis) we shall permit the line of

integration to be (instead of the imaginary axis) any vertical line not passing

through a root of Eis). Let us begin with two preliminary results.

Lemma 26a. If

E*is) = s'ebafl( 1 - —)e'l'"',
i  \        aj
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then for any real number c not a zero of £*(s)

E*is + c) = E*ic)Jis),

where Jis) has the same type expansion as £*(s):

Jis) = ed>(l + — ) e-"rlc II ( 1-—) e''<-at-c\
\ c I i=i \ ak — c/

r °°
d = b + — 22

c i    akiak — c)

Observe that Jis) has for its zeros those of E*is) each decreased by c

and that 7(0) ^ 0. The proof of the lemma follows immediately from the alge-

braic identities

(,__)(, ____)_.\        ak/ \        ak — c/

s + c

ak

1 c 1

ak — c      _a(-a — c)      ak

Lemma 26b. If P*(s), Jis) and c are defined as in Lemma 26a, then

p—CX

JiD)[e-xfix)] =——E*iD)fix).
E (c)

Here, as always, -7(P) and £*(P) are to be interpreted as limits, cor-

responding to the limits defining the infinite products involved. The proof is

easily supplied by use of the differential identities

(-!)'
*-*/(*)] = -Dfix),

c

( D    \ r '       akercx (        D\
( 1-) [e~"fix)] = -—( 1 - -)/(x).
\        ak — c/ ak — c\        ak/

Theorem 26c. If

1. £*(.) = eb's'f[(l - — \sla",

1 y*   C+icO „St

2. G*(0 = —- —— ds (c * -a, k = 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ ; c * 0),
2m J c_¿_    E*is)

3. fix) =  f   G*(x - 00(0*.

/Ae»
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E*iD)fix) = 0(x)

in the same sense as in Theorems 19b, 23b, and 24d.

By the change of variable s = z+c we obtain

1    /* '°°     e'(»+«)
G*(0 =- |      -dz.

2mJ-^E*iz + c)

By Lemma 26a, this becomes

qCI        f.   »00

G*(0 = —
¿mJ _<_ P*(c)7(2)

If we set

1    /* io°   e2'

2mJ -i„ /(-)J(_)

we see that _P(/) is precisely the type of kernel (/(O^O, c = 0) that was

studied throughout this paper. Moreover, the transform defined in condition

3 now becomes

/re-c,0(/) "I

E'lc)

Hence it can be inverted by the operator JiD),

e-«0(x)
JiD) [/(*)«-«] =-—^ •

But by Lemma 26b,

g—CI

7(P)[/(x)e--] = -—E*iD)fix).
E*ic)

Hence

£*(D)/( x) = 0(x),

and our result is proved.
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